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Abstract
To date our understanding of strongly coupled, degenerate plasmas is incomplete.
In particular considerable disagreement exists between theories of hydrogenic mat-
ter (nH) at pressures greater than 100 gigapascals (GPa) and temperatures below
3 electronvolts (eV). The predicted transition of uid molecular hydrogen to a
metallic atomic liquid has large implications for models of the interior structure
and evolution of gas giants. Experimental conrmation of this transition is still
pending. Furthermore, the properties of deuterium-tritium in this regime are of
great interest to inertial connement fusion.
In this thesis we propose a scheme that can create strongly coupled, degener-
ate hydrogenic plasmas at terapascal (TPa) pressures on pulsed power machines.
Our results show that this can be achieved by initiating cylindrically converg-
ing isentropic ow of sample material inside a metal liner. The liner acts as
a pusher that drives a predened compression of the ll, which is obtained by
constructing an asymptotically self-similar implosion of cryogenically condensed
nH. An empirical model that gives the required pulse shape for recreating this
implosion inside the liner is introduced. Results of magnetohydrodynamic simu-
lations demonstrate that a peak current of 10.8 megaamperes (MA) is sucient
for assembling nearly uniform nH at a stagnation pressure of 13 TPa and at tem-
peratures of 1.5 eV. A study of the stability of the implosion to imperfections of
the liner's surface nds that liner-driven isentropic compression of nH is robust to
magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor growth for suciently thick liners. Since the methods in
this work are readily adapted to a range of materials, an experimental realization
could signicantly extend our knowledge of degenerate, strongly coupled plasmas
in general.
Finally, we broaden our focus to the compression of the metal liner itself.
Potential advantages of reducing shock heating and thereby increasing the de-
generacy of liner material during a magnetized liner inertial fusion implosion are
discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the present thesis we investigate the experimental creation of states of hydrogen
isotopes (nH) at pressures, where the bond between the nucleus and the electron
is broken. Such conditions, where the energy of atomic bonds is small compared
to the internal energy, are studied in the eld of High Energy Density Physics
(HEDP). Since the internal energy of a macroscopic system can be expressed
as a function of density and temperature (T ), the high energy density regime
has two limits. In the high-temperature, low-density limit matter is present as a
thermally-ionized radiation-dominated plasma, where particles reach relativistic
velocities.
The focus of this work is on the low-temperature, high-density limit, where
matter forms a strongly coupled, degenerate plasma in a process known as "pres-
sure ionization". Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, electrons and other fermions
cannot simultaneously occupy the same quantum state, which forces them to leave
bound states and occupy degenerate states of higher kinetic energy, as they are
conned into smaller volumes. At T =0 the electrons ll quantum levels up to the
Fermi energy (EF) and their momentum exerts a non-zero pressure (Pdeg). The
14
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plasmas of interest to this work are highly degenerate and typically have a degen-
eracy parameter  = eT=EF much smaller than unity.
x The total pressure (P ) of
these plasmas can be largely attributed to degenerate electrons. The overlap be-
tween electron shells of neighbouring ions and consequent reduction in the energy
gap between bound and free states, which is referred to as continuum lowering,
facilitates pressure ionization in these systems.
If a plasma is suciently degenerate, the average absolute energy of Coulomb
interactions between two particles (jECj) becomes larger than the thermal en-
ergy (eT ), since jECj inversely scales with the average distance between them.
The strength of the coupling between the particles is expressed by the coupling
parameter  = jECj =eT , which is typically >10 in our regime of interest.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. We motivate our interest
in strongly coupled, degenerate nH plasmas in Sec. 1.1 and review relevant exper-
iments on them in Sec. 1.2. A novel method for the creation of this exotic state
of matter in the laboratory is introduced in Sec. 1.3. We outline our work on
maximizing the degeneracy of beryllium (Be) in the context of Magnetized Liner
Inertial Fusion (MagLIF) in Sec. 1.4. The chapter ends with an overview of the
contents of this thesis in Sec. 1.5.
1.1 Strongly coupled, degenerate hydrogenic plas-
mas
Dense nH plasmas represent an intriguing example of strongly coupled, Fermi-
degenerate matter that is of particular relevance to Planetary Science, Material
xThroughout this thesis energies are given in joules (J) and temperatures in electronvolts (eV).
The thermal energy takes the form eT , where e is the charge of the electron in Coulomb (C).
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Figure 1.1: Protons (blue) and
electron density distribution
(red) during ab initio simu-
lations by Vorberger et al.
[2]: (a) uid H2, electrons
are localized and the diatomic
bond is stable. (b) liquid
H+, the electron cloud lls the
space in-between dissociated
protons. This study showed
gradual pressure ionization ac-
companied by dissociation of
the molecular uid. (a) (b)
Science, inertial connement fusion (ICF) and HEDP in general. At ambient
conditions hydrogen atoms (1H=H) form covalently bonded diatomic molecules
(H2), gradually dissociate to an atomic uid (H) during isobaric heating for T & 1
eV, and subsequently form a thermally ionized plasma at T & 2:5 eV. As early
as 1935, Wigner and Huntington predicted that H may also undergo pressure
induced ionization at T=0 at P >25 GPa, where it would form a metallic lattice
of protons (solid H+) with free electrons in-between [1]. The close packing of
protons raises the energy levels of bound electrons to a point where the band gap
closes.
To date several quantum statistical studies on the metallization of H at T > 0
predict a transition from uid H2
x to liquid H+. Some of them point towards
a rst-order insulator-metal transition without an intermediate atomic phase,
termed plasma phase transition [3]. Others describe metallization of the molecu-
lar uid as gradual pressure ionization with varying degree of dissociation rather
than a discontinuous plasma phase transition. This is exemplied in Fig. 1.1 by
images from ab initio simulations that compare the markedly dierent microscopic
pictures of insulating molecular H and metallic atomic H [2]. Experimental data
xWe distinguish between supercritical H2 at P & 1.3 MPa (uid H2) and liquid H2 at low
pressures and cryogenic temperatures.
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Figure 1.2: Model phase
diagram of H: Solid lines
are rst-order phase tran-
sitions and dashed lines
are possible insulator-
metal phase transitions.
Isentropes of Jupiter
and Saturn (green lines)
intersect a predicted
insulator-metal coex-
istence curve between
uid H2 and liquid H
+.
Adapted from Hubbard,
et al. [6]
across this transition in the vicinity of isentropes of gas giants is scarce. The most
promising eorts on the conrmation of metallic H are reviewed in Sec. 1.3.
We note that our current understanding of the phase diagram of H in Fig. 1.2
contains large uncertainties. The curves of coexistence between H2 and H+ are
still debated in the literature. Isentropes across the transition region between uid
H2 and liquid H
+ have large implications on the modelling of brown dwarfs and
gas giants. Since convective heat transport is expected to dominate in the inte-
rior of gas giants, their radial temperature proles should in good approximation
represent isentropes [4]. Although most model isentropes agree on the existence
of liquid H+ in the interior of Jupiter and Saturn, see Fig. 1.2, our current knowl-
edge of metallization of uid H2 is not sucient to reconstruct the evolutionary
history of those planets consistently [5].
As observed for molecular solid-solid transitions [7], signicant isotopic eects
in the insulator-metal transition likely exist, due to the dierence in vibrational
frequencies of nH-nH bonds. Since experiments on deuterium-tritium (2H3H=DT)
are cost-intensive, but of high importance to ICF, a lot of published research has
focussed on deuterium (2H=D), which presumably shows relatively small devia-
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tions from DT that are understood by theory [8].
We continue with a brief outline of the most ambitious campaign towards viable
inertial fusion energy up to date. At the National Ignition Facility (NIF) fusion
pellets, consisting of a central DT gas region, a surrounding shell of cryogenic solid
DT, and an outer layer of light, low-Z material (ablator), is placed inside a gold
cylinder (hohlraum). X-rays emitted from the inner surface of the hohlraum by the
interaction with 192 laser beams heat the pellet's outer surface and cause radial
outow of ablator material that drives the fusion fuel inwards at pressures up to 10
TPa [9]. Igniting the DT requires the assembly of a central region of relatively low
density at T 5 keV (hot-spot) surrounded by a cold shell that reaches densities
(DT) of up to 10
6 kg/m3. Reaching high temperatures in the hot-spot, while
maximizing the compression and degeneracy of the surrounding layer is essential
for signicant burn-up of fusion fuel. The commonly used expression for the ratio
of total fusion reactions to the initial number of DT pairs [10]:
f ' DTRDT
63 kg/m2 + DTRDT
; for 20 keV > T > 70 keV ; (1.1)
where RDT is the outer radius of the DT sphere at peak compression, shows that
ecient burn is only achieved for either large targets or highly compressed fuel.
Achieving ignition in the laboratory requires the latter, since the total amount of
fusion yield is limited by the strength of the reactor vessel. While an initial shock
improves the stability of the implosion [11], the subsequent compression should
keep the cold fuel layer as degenerate as possible in order to reach a maximum
fuel areal density (DTRDT) for a given stagnation pressure. This is achieved
by precisely timing the simultaneous breakout of multiple shocks at the inner
surface of the dense fuel layer in order to avoid the additional increase in entropy
associated with merging of shock fronts [12].
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Although a shock represents an adiabatic process, where no heat energy is
exchanged, dissipative heating across the shock front increases the entropy of the
uid. This gave rise to an interesting alternative termed shock ignition, which
divides the implosion into two stages. In a rst step the fuel is compressed on a
low adiabat by a continuous rise in the drive pressure at the fuel/ablator interface.
Ideally, shaping of the power output of the laser avoids shock formation, the
compression of the DT sphere proceeds reversibly and the adiabat is identical
to an isentrope during this stage of the implosion. Since no dissipative heating
occurs, the fuel pressure remains relatively low and the work done on the fuel by
the laser is signicantly reduced. This is expressed by the following semi-analytical
scaling between total laser energy (EL1;2) and in-ight fuel adiabatic indices (1;2)
of two implosions that reach equal peak DTRDT [13]:
EL1
EL2


1
2
1:65
; (1.2)
where n is a measure of entropy and equals the ratio between the plasma pressure
(P ) and the electron degeneracy pressure (Pdeg). Low-adiabat implosions gain
their eciency during the rst part of the implosion, when less drive pressure is
required to assemble dense but relatively cold fuel. In the second stage a steep
rise in laser power launches a strong spherically converging shock into the pellet
that ignites the DT, if sucient symmetry is maintained. This approach to fusion
is markedly dierent from the NIF design, where three to four shocks increase
the kinetic energy of the ice-layer and conversion thereof into internal energy of a
central lower density spot initiates burn. We conclude that either method requires
an accurate equation of state (EOS) of degenerate DT for shaping the laser output
in order to avoid shock formation or precisely time shock arrival.
Motivated by the importance of degenerate nH to the understanding of plane-
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tary interiors and to modelling of ICF schemes we propose a novel experiment for
studying dense matter at TPa pressures in Sec. 1.3.
1.2 Selected experiments on degenerate matter
The signicance of degenerate nH to various elds of Physics, as outlined in Sec.
1.1, has created great interest in quantitative measurements on high energy density
matter in the laboratory. However, to date no evidence for an insulator-metal
transition in H was found by diamond anvil cell (DAC) experiments up to pressures
of 342 GPa at T  300 K [14, 15]. Considerable contributions to the understanding
of dense matter have come from dynamic compression experiments, where material
properties are inferred from measurements of shocks or ramp waves launched into
a sample by various drive-mechanisms. For instance, shock studies on the Nova
laser have found a continuous increase in electrical conductivity in D between
17 and 50 GPa above the isentrope of gas giants [16, 17]. On the Z machine
at Sandia a maximum compression ratio on the principal Hugoniot of cryogenic
liquid D of 4.4 was measured [18]. On the same facility reverberating shock
wave experiments along with optical spectroscopy have determined the EOS of D
at entropies comparable to the interior of gas giants up to 90 GPa [19].
Evidence for a plasma phase transition in D was found in high-explosive driven
implosions of steel tubes (liners) lled with D2 gas [20]. There, ignition of an
explosive at the outer liner wall launched a strong, cylindrically symmetric shock
that reverberated within the layered structure surrounding the D2 ll. These re-
verberations increased the pressure at the D2/liner interface in a stepwise manner
and consequently reduced dissipative heating as compared to single shock experi-
ments. The low adiabat of the compression and the quadratic dependence of the
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density upon the radius in cylindrically convergent ows contributed to the excep-
tionally high level of compression of up to 2,500 kg/m3 (60 times the initial gas
density), which was measured by x-ray radiography. A similar experiment that
imploded spherical steel shells achieved even higher densities of4,300 kg/m3 [21].
Since pressures were not measured but inferred from hydrodynamic simulations
the experiment did not give absolute EOS data, but revealed a sudden increase
in compressibility of D between 127 and 150 GPa, which strongly indicates that
D undergoes a phase transition over this pressure range.
The dissipative heating associated with shocks may be avoided entirely by
applying a slowly rising pressure P (t) to the surface of a planar sample. However,
initially isentropic ow tends to form a shock at some Lagrangian distance (XL)
from the surface, since in general the speed of sound increases monotonically with
pressure on a given isentrope. For two wavelets travelling at the Lagrangian speeds
cL;2 and cL;1 launched by the drive pressure at an interval t, the location of shock
formation becomes: XL = cL;1 cL;2t=(cL;2   cL;1) [22]. Taking the limit t! 0
of the right hand side (RHS) of this expression and subsequently applying the
chain rule: 1=dcL = (1=dP )(dP=dcL) yields XL for an arbitrary isentrope (P (cL))
and pressure history (P (t)):
XL = c
2
L;2
dt
dcL
= min

c2L;2
dt
dP

dP
dcL

S

; (1.3)
where ( )S denotes a derivative at constant specic entropy and the minimum
function returns the smallest shock-up distance of all t.
Although compression experiments on pulsed power machines cannot match
pressures measured at high-power laser facilities, Equ. 1.3 suggests that the longer
rise times of the former allow larger sample sizes and potentially better time
resolution relative to the pulse length, which potentially enables higher precision.
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Measured quasi-isentropesx of various metals up to pressures of hundreds of GPa
on the Z Machine at Sandia National Laboratories typically have errors in pressure
of around 5 % [23, 24]. In these experiments the current pulse is shaped through
timed triggering of 36 switches that give control over the magnetic pressure history
applied to the specimen. Choosing a suitable sample thickness and pulse shape
in regard to Equ. 1.3 is aggravated in these experiments due to the diusion of
skin current into the sample and consequently emergence of sound waves from
within the skin depth. Optimized pulse shapes and sample sizes that prevent
shock formation, while maximizing the measured uid pressure, are obtained from
resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations [25].
In recent years implosions of metal liners for EOS studies gained signicant
interest in the eld. Measurements of isentropically imploded beryllium (Be)
liners [26, 27] achieved a twofold increase of peak pressures measured compared
to planar experiments [28], due to the scaling of the density with radius ( / 1=r2)
in cylindrically convergent ow. However in these experiments pressures were not
obtained from the velocity of the free surface, in this case the inner liner wall,
but were determined by Lagrangian analysis of radiography images and therefore
were subject to a larger error. The determination of isentropes from radiography
and velocity-interferometry data is reviewed in Sec. 2.1.
1.3 Liner-driven quasi-isentropic compression
In an attempt to extend the experimental capabilities of pulsed power machines,
we present the key physics of a novel scheme for creating highly degenerate nH
in the terapascals (TPa) regime in Ch.'s 3-5. Central to the method is the ini-
xHere, "quasi"-isentropic refers to the inevitable rise in the entropy of solids during irreversible
plastic deformation.
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Figure 1.3: Liner-driven
quasi-isentropic com-
pression of D: A pulsed
power driver implodes
a Be liner lled with a
cylindrical shell of cryo-
genic liquid D2. Early
on a skin current ows at
the outer liner wall and
generates an azimuthal
magnetic eld. Possible
variations of this design
are solid/liquid nH lls
or aluminium as liner
material.
tiation of cylindrically convergent isentropic ow in a cryogenic nH2 sample that
is placed inside a metal liner, see Fig. 1.3. Controlling the implosion of the liner
by shaping the current pulse provides an attractive way of recreating the desired
ramp compression in the nH2 ll, while ohmic heating of the sample is nearly
avoided by the high conductivity of the metal liner. Measurements could be
taken in-ight as well as after peak convergence, when nearly uniform and highly
degenerate nH is assembled. Since the metal liner is used as a piston that drives
an isentropic compression, we refer to this method as liner-driven quasi-isentropic
compression (LDQIC), where "quasi" refers to the fact that ohmic heating makes
a small contribution to the internal energy of metallic nH after peak compression.
In contrary to the isentropic compression experiments (ICE) on various metals
referenced in Sec. 1.2, heat dissipation from plastic deformation is negligible in
our studies due to the small yield strength of solid nH2 (500 kPa) [29].
The method presented here can be readily adapted to the compression of H,
D, or indeed a range of other materials. For the study of isentropic compression
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of cryogenic nH for planetary science applications as well as MagLIF, we limit our
study to D. Fig. 1.3 shows a typical target discussed in this work, which consists
of a Be liner lled with a cylindrical shell of liquid or solid D2. A high current of
the order of megaampere (MA) owing in axial direction generates an azimuthal
magnetic eld (B) that applies a magnetic pressure of Pm = B
2=20 to the outer
liner wall. Details on the target dimensions and choice of materials are given in
Sec. 3.3.1. As we discuss further in Sec. 1.4, similar targets are proposed for
the high-gain variant of the Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion scheme (MagLIF)
scheme [30]. For the study of the compression of the MagLIF liner material in
Ch. 6, we extend the method to use Be.
Common to MagLIF, LDQIC and liner implosions in general is their suscepti-
bility to the magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor (MRT) instability, which is reviewed briey.
We consider a strong magnetic eld in a high vacuum of negligible density that
pushes onto a solid metal of density S at the outer liner wall, where in cylindrical
coordinates r = rL. The magnetic pressure causes an acceleration a = ( ar; 0; 0)
of liner material that points radially inwards (ar > 0). This is similar to the hy-
drodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) unstable case, where a light uid supports a
heavy uid in a gravitational eld, but additionally a magnetic eld B = (0; B; 0)
perpendicular to a is present for r > rL as is also in liner implosions. The sta-
bility of this system is studied through mode analysis of a perturbation to the
liner/vacuum interface of the form:
A(rL; ; z; t) =
Z
A0 exp(ikq+ t) dk ; (1.4)
where k = (0; k; kz) is the wave vector, A0 is the initial amplitude,  is the
growth rate, and q = (rL; ; z) is a vector on the cylindrical interface. If the
amplitude and wavelength ( = 2=jkj) of the perturbations are small compared
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to rL, linearisation of the ideal MHD equations is analogous to a planar surface
and yields the dispersion relation [31]:
2 = arjkj   B
2k
2
0 S
; (1.5)
where the rst term on the RHS represents the classic RT result and the second
term on the RHS is the contribution from magnetic tension forces. If k = 0 in
Equ. 1.5, the second term vanishes and we obtain (k)2>0 for all k, since for an
implosion: ar>0. This means the system is universally unstable to perturbations
along the cylinder axis. However, by setting kz = 0 in Equ. 1.5 we see that growth
of modes parallel to B is inhibited for:
k >
0arS
B
2 
1
2r
;where (1.6a)
ar =
1
S
@P
@r
 1
S
Pm
rL   r0 =
1
S
B2
20r
: (1.6b)
Here we estimated ar by approximating the derivative @P=@r as a nite dierence
between the outer liner wall, where P (rL) = Pm, and the inner liner wall, where
P (r0) = 0. Since the magnetic eld lines are frozen into the ow in the ideal
MHD approximation, magnetic tension forces tend to restore azimuthal density
perturbations, which according to Equ. 1.6a only grow if their wavelength is at
least of the order of the liner thickness (r).
Since perturbations along the cylinder axis (k?B) are not stabilized by mag-
netic tension, they generally limit the symmetry of liner implosions and could
prevent LDQIC from achieving high convergence. Therefore, MRT growth mea-
surements of MagLIF liners are relevant to the present work. For instance, mea-
surements on smooth Be liners conrmed stable implosions to a convergence ratio
(Cr) of at least 8 [32, 33], where Cr is the ratio of the liner's initial inner radius
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Figure 1.4: MagLIF schematic: a metal
liner is lled with DT gas. The fuel is
magnetized with an axial magnetic eld
by external coils prior to implosion. The
drive current ows primarily in the con-
ducting metal liner and generates an az-
imuthal magnet eld. During implosion
a laser beam preheats the fuel to T 
250 eV. Image from Slutz et al. [35].
to its inner radius at peak compression.
The liners discussed in this work reach convergence ratios of up to 10. This was
a conservative choice as compared to the convergence ratio of the MagLIF point
design implosion (Cr=21) [34], which contributed to the robustness of LDQIC to
MRT growth as demonstrated by the results presented in Ch. 5.
1.4 Isentropically-driven MagLIF
In Ch. 6 we turn our focus to the MagLIF scheme, which is similar to LDQIC
in the sense that high energy density matter (in this case DT) is created inside a
metal liner. In contrast to LDQIC a laser preheats a magnetized DT-gas ll dur-
ing implosion in order to achieve temperatures for thermonuclear burn at Cr21,
as shown in the MagLIF schematic in Fig. 1.3 [35]. High gains are predicted for a
variation of this scheme that operates at peak currents &50 MA and additionally
features a layer of either liquid or solid DT next to the inner liner wall [30]. The
theoretical concepts of this fusion scheme are reviewed in Sec. 2.5, such as inhi-
bition of thermal conduction by a magnetic eld and requirements on cylindrical
convergence.
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The high interest and potential of this fusion scheme motivated our study of
isentropically-driven MagLIF. It was speculated in the literature that the isen-
tropic compression of a MagLIF liner could have advantages over shock compres-
sion, such as avoiding unnecessary shock heating of the liner, achieving higher
liner areal density (BeRBe), allowing more ecient drive currents and reducing
MRT feed-through by maintaining a solid inner liner wall [33]. Contrary to spher-
ical hot-spot ignition outlined earlier in Sec. 1.1, where all of the ablator material
is accelerated radially outwards, the liner stays attached to the fuel, and, as the
denser uid, provides most of the inertial connement. Therefore, the burn e-
ciency in a MagLIF implosion is determined by BeRBe and DTRDT. This makes
it plausible that the isentropic compression of a MagLIF liner could give a signif-
icant increase in fusion yield, similar to the isentropic compression of the DT ice
layer in spherical hot-spot ignition.
However, only quantitative analysis can assess the potential of isentropically-
driven MagLIF, due the unique approach of achieving ignition temperatures in this
scheme. Notably, it requires preheating of the fuel by a laser, due to the weaker
dependence of fuel temperature upon Cr in cylindrical geometry. Furthermore, in
MagLIF external eld coils generate an axial magnetic eld that inhibits thermal
conduction during the relatively slow implosion as compared to implosion times
of laser-driven ICF capsules.
By generalizing the work on cylindrically converging isentropic ow of D in
the context of LDQIC (see Ch. 3) we determined a pulse that isentropically
compresses the liner during the rst part of the implosion and at the same time
maintains the high implosion speed required for overcoming losses trough radiation
and thermal conduction. Ch. 6 contains results of the modied pulse and a
discussion of potential advantages.
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1.5 Outline of thesis
The remainder of this work is divided into the following chapters:
 Chapter 2: We review methods for extracting EOS data from ICE and
the theory of self-similar solutions. Furthermore the resistive MHD code
Gorgon, the quotidian equation of state (QEOS) model, and the MagLIF
scheme are outlined.
 Chapter 3: We solve Kidder's implosion in cylindrical geometry for an D
EOS. An asymptotically self-similar implosion of an initially isochoric cylin-
drical D shell is obtained from an adaptation of a method by Clark and
Tabak [36].
 Chapter 4: We introduce a set of equations, which determines the drive
current for recreating an isentropic compression inside a metal liner. Results
of the recreation of isentropic implosions of D inside a Be liner are presented.
The chapter is concluded by comparing isentropes of the ow in LDQIC to
the Saturn isentrope.
 Chapter 5: A study on the robustness of LDQIC to MRT growth is presented
and a comparison to a gas-lled target is made.
 Chapter 6: Results of a modied pulse shape for MagLIF are presented and
potential advantages over a regular current pulse are discussed.
 Chapter 7: Our work on LDQIC and isentropically-driven MagLIF is sum-
marized and conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 2
Theory and Methods
This chapter contains underlying concepts of the present work and is divided into
the following sections. We review methods for extracting EOS data from ICE in
Sec. 2.1. The brief introduction into self-similar solutions of collapsing cavities in
Sec. 2.2 provides a theoretical background to the determination of a cylindrically
converging isentropic compression of cyrogenic nH presented in Ch. 3. In Sec. 2.3
we discuss the MHD model implemented in the Gorgon code. An outline of the
QEOS model that is used to close the equations of MHD is given in Sec. 2.4. The
Thomas-Fermi model implemented in QEOS describes the properties of strongly
coupled, degenerate plasmas that we aim to create through LDQIC. A review of
the key physics of MagLIF in Sec. 2.5 motivates the potential increase in fusion
yield by reducing shock heating of liner material during implosion.
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2.1 Extracting EOS data from ICE
2.1.1 Velocity interferometry
Let us consider the following idealized experimental conguration. A piston is
moving in the x-direction driving a compression wave in a planar semi-innite
sample by applying a pressure history P (t) to the surface. Two gauges located
inside the material (in situ) at the Lagrangian distances X1 and X2 from the
piston record two sets of the particle velocity (up(t1)/up(t2)). If the shock-up
distance XL given by Equ. 1.3 is greater than X1 and X2, up(t1) and up(t2) are
continuous functions, since none of the waves launched by the piston is overtaken
by subsequent ones before arrival at the gauge locations. As only waves travelling
in forward direction are present in the sample, up is a material state function and
cL(up) can be determined by inverting the particle velocity history at both gauge
locations:
cL(up) = X=(t1(up)  t2(up)) ; (2.1)
where the distance between the gauge locations (X) is constant. The pressure
as a function of specic volume (v) on the isentrope is obtained by integrating the
laws of mass and momentum continuity at either of the gauge locations:
dv =
dup
0cL(up)
; dP = 0cL(up)dup : (2.2)
However, often measurements of up in situ are impracticable and the preferred
way is to apply an equal load history to two or more samples of dierent thickness
and measure the free surface velocities (uf). If the material to be studied is
reective to laser light, this may be done by a Velocity Interferometer System for
Any Reector (VISAR). The particle velocities at the interface are then given by:
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up = uf=2. However, since disturbances reected from the free surface after arrival
of the rst sound wave interact with incoming disturbances, the particle velocity
is no longer a material state function and Equ. 2.1 does not hold. We briey
highlight the key points of a characteristics analysis method that overcomes this
problem by calculating up(t) as it would occur in situ in a semi-innite sample
from uf(t) [23, 37].
Characteristics are lines in an X-t diagram that track the propagation of small
amplitude disturbances. In the case of a semi-innite sample the ow is a simple
wave region with only forward travelling disturbances along positive characteris-
tics (C+: dX=dt = cL) that represent straight lines. The diculty in determining
EOS data from free surface velocities arises from disturbances emerging from the
free surface along negative characteristics (C : dX=dt =  cL). The interaction
between incoming and reected disturbances bends the positive characteristics.
Working backwards from the free surface a net of intersections of positive and
negative characteristics is calculated. Using an estimate for the isentrope (P (cL))
the material state (P ,,up,cL) at these intersections is obtained from the Riemann
invariants:
R = up 
Z C dP
0cL
for dX=dt = cL ; (2.3)
which are constant on the respective characteristic. The in situ particle velocity
as it would occur in a semi-innite sample is then calculated by linear extrapo-
lation of the positive characteristics at their intersections with the rst negative
characteristic emanating from the free surface. When at least two sets of in situ
particle velocity histories from two samples of dierent thickness are obtained
from this analysis, a correction to the estimated isentrope is obtained from Equ.
2.2. A few iterations of this procedure using the improved isentrope from each
step as input make the result independent of the initial estimate.
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Isentropes of a wide range of metals were determined with high accuracy by the
method described above. Unfortunately, velocity-interferometry measurements on
isentropically compressed nH2 are hampered by the transparency of the molecular
phase. This on the other hand has led to an extensive study of ionizing shocks
in nH, which conrmed the existence of metallic D above 55 GPa [16, 17]. Since
free electrons in a plasma make it reective to laser light, a VISAR can measure
the speed of shocks, as well as determine the resistivity of the plasma from the
reectance.
2.1.2 X-ray radiography
On the Z-machine at Sandia a monochromatic backlighter of 6.151 eV photons
produced by the Z-Beamlet laser has been used to image imploding liners in ICE
and MagLIF experiments [27, 32]. This or a similar capability may provide a viable
option for diagnosing LDQIC experiments, if Be, which is relatively transparent
to photons of this energy, is used as liner material. Notably, radiography of
empty imploding Be liners with a thin layer of aluminium/gold added to the
inner wall has proven to be an eective diagnostic of convergence and stability of
the implosion [33, 38].
A similar approach could be taken to measure the convergence and peak density
of the nH ll in a LDQIC experiment. Lagrangian analysis of multiple-frame x-
ray radiography of imploding Be liners, as referred to in Sec. 1.2, did also lead
to an approximately twofold increase in pressure of isentropic compression of Be
compared to planar experiments [26]. We briey review the analysis methods of
this work.
The side-on radiographs of the imploding Be liner are converted to an areal
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density by the Beer-Lambert law:
arealBe (x; z) =   ln (T (x; z)) ; (2.4)
where T = I=I0 is the transmission and  is the opacity of Be at the photon energy
of the backlighter. A radial density prole is then obtained by Abel inverting the
areal density:
Be (r; z) =   1

Z 1
r
darealBe (x; z)
dx
dxp
x2   r2 : (2.5)
The law of mass conservation in cylindrical geometry for a liner of height Lz,
dm = 2Lzrdr ; (2.6)
is then used to map the axially averaged density Be(r) onto a Lagrangian grid of
constant spacing m. The integration of the radial velocity (u) and pressure (P )
takes the form:
ui+1 =
1
ri+1
Z mi+1
mi
1
2Lz
@v(m; t)
@t
dm+
ri
ri+1
ui (2.7a)
P i+1 =  
Z mi+1
mi
1
2Lzr(m; t)
@u(m; t)
@t
dm+ P i ; (2.7b)
where i=0 is the index of the innermost Lagrangian cell, and v is the specic
volume. Integration starts at the freely moving inner surface of the liner, where
P 0 = 0. The radial velocity u0(t) at the inner liner wall is obtained from interpo-
lating the motion of the inner liner wall given by the radiographs. Since from the
start of the implosion a magnetic diusion wave propagates from the outer liner
wall inwards, care has to be taken that the integration stops before the front of
this wave in order to avoid any articial contribution of the magnetic pressure to
the plasma pressure.
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Utilizing high convergence ratios with this method is hindered by the loss
of accuracy of the Abel inversion (Equ. 2.5) for small radii. At Cr & 2 one
likely has to resort to determining the average density at peak compression from
radiography, which does not rely on the ow history. This approach was taken in
measurements on D compressed by reverberating shock waves inside steel liners
and spherical shells in the high-explosive driven experiments that we discussed in
Sec. 1.2 [20, 21].
2.2 Self-similar hydrodynamic ow
As mentioned in Sec. 1.3, the nH2 sample does not carry a signicant amount of
electrical current during LDQIC until it undergoes the transition from insulator
to metal. Even then, ohmic heating is relatively small compared to adiabatic
heating/cooling during compression/expansion of the sample, since most of the
current remains in the highly conductive metal liner.
Radiation transport and thermal conduction are negligible in a strongly coupled
nH plasma. Therefore, if azimuthal and axial perturbations to the implosion are
small, the ow of nH inside the liner is in good approximation governed by the
equations of hydrodynamics for cylindrical symmetry, which in an Eulerian frame
of reference are given by the following continuity equations:
for mass:
@
@t
+
@ (u)
@r
+
u
r
= 0 ; (2.8a)
momentum:
@(u)
@t
+ u
@ (u)
@r
=  @P
@r
; (2.8b)
and energy:
@e
@t
+
@ (e u)
@r
+
eu
r
=  P @u
@r
; (2.8c)
where u is the radial velocity, e is the internal energy per unit volume and the
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pressure (P ) is obtained from an EOS. Under the assumption of an ideal gas,
which obeys c2 = P= and P = (   1) e, Guderley simplied this system of
three coupled nonlinear partial dierential equations by introducing the following
transformation [39]:
(r; t) = rR() ; (2.9a)
u(r; t) =  (r=t)V () ; (2.9b)
c(r; t) = (r=t)C() ; (2.9c)
where  and  are free parameters, and the self-similar variable is dened as:
 = t=r : (2.10)
We note that solutions depended upon the transformed uid variables F=(R,V ,C)
are obtained from three independent equations and refer the reader to [40] for
details on the solution method. A key property is the relation of a given solution
Fi(ti; ri) on a certain spatial scale to the solution Fii(tii; rii) on any other spatial
scale through the transformation: ti=r

i = tii=r

ii . Solutions to the equations of
hydrodynamics obtained by the scaling relations in Equ's. 2.9 are referred to as
self-similar. The asymptotic behaviour of these solutions in the limit  ! 1,
which according to Equ. 2.10 is equivalent to t ! 1 or r ! 0 for t > 0, is
independent of the initial conditions. Of particular interest to LDQIC is the
radial dependence of density and temperature for t!1 [41]:
(r; t)  rq ; T (r; t)  r q ; (2.11)
where q = ( (   1) + 2 (  1)) = (+ 2). Solutions that preserve entropy up to
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ow reversal require
 =  2 (  1) = (   1) : (2.12)
This leads to q = 0, and, according to Equ's. 2.11, an asymptotically isochoric
and isothermal assembly for t ! 1 , which is desired for conducting a bulk
measurement of the nH sample in the LDQIC scheme.
The collapsing cavity problem, which describes the convergence of isentropic
ow behind a free surface coming from r = 1, was studied comprehensively
[40]. The stability of the spatial shape of solutions to this problem in cylindrical
geometry was shown for  = 1 ( = 0, see Equ. 2.12) and  < 2 [42]. Numerical
studies indicate that spherically symmetric ows of  > 1 converge to  = 1 [43].
The stability and potential attracting property of cylindrically symmetric cavity
solutions motivated the construction of an asymptotically self-similar isentropic
implosion of nH in Sec. 3.3, as described for spherical targets by Clark and Tabak
[36].
2.3 The simulation model
In this section we will present the underlying equations of the simulations con-
ducted with the Gorgon code [44, 45] that are presented in Ch's 3-6 and discuss
their validity in the regimes of interest.
2.3.1 The magnetohydrodynamic regime of a plasma
For this work we used a version of Gorgon that solves the equations of resistive
MHD for two materials on an Eulerian grid, where, apart from the mixed cells
at the material interface, a single species of ions is present in each cell. The
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approximation of a plasma as a uid is only valid if the mean free path of particles
is short compared to typical gradients in the system. If the eective charge of ions
(Z 0 e) is higher than the electron charge e, ions have a shorter mean free path than
electrons, due to the strong interaction between ions. In this case it is sucient to
evaluate the electron mean free path (lmfpe ) for a verication of the uid description
of a plasma. It can be shown that [46]:
lmfpe = 1:45 1017
Te
2
ni Z 02 c
m ; (2.13)
where Te is the electron temperature in eV, ni is the number density of ions in
m3, and c is the Coulomb logarithm, which is typically of the order of 10. In
the LDQIC scheme the longest electron mean free paths occur in the plasma at
the outer surface of the Be liner. For a Be density of 0.1 kg/m3 at a temperature
of 100 eV, lmfpe is approximately 1 m, which is signicantly smaller than typical
length scales in this region.
In Ch. 6 we study the creation of a DT plasma inside an imploding Be liner.
Alpha-particles from fusion reactions deposit thermal energy into the DT plasma
and raise the temperature up to 10 keV. At peak compression the plasma has
a density of 400 kg/m3. According to Equ. 2.13 these parameters result in an
electron mean free path of 7.5 m, which is small compared to spatial variations
in this region.
A single temperature model for a plasma is valid, if the thermal equilibration
time (ei) between ions and electrons is small compared to other time scales in the
system [46]:
ei = 3:16 1011 Mi Te
3=2
ni Z 0 2 c
s ; (2.14)
where Mi is the mass of an ion in atomic mass units. The longest times for ther-
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malisation occur in the Be surface plasma and the DT fusion plasma mentioned in
the previous paragraph, which are 0.8 ns and 0.2 ns respectively. These times are
still relatively small compared to typical rates of change in the system. Since the
coupling between electrons and ions in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases that
are present early on in the simulation, is typically much stronger than in plasmas,
the adoption of a single temperature MHD model is justied.
2.3.2 Additional models and summary of the MHD solver
For almost fully ionized plasmas radiation loss is dominated by bremsstrahlung
emission [47]. At lower temperatures radiation emitted due to the recombination
of free electrons with ions, and line emission due to de-excitation is signicant.
The total radiation loss power of these processes is given by [48]:
r = 1:69 10 38 clni ne Te1=2 Z 0 2

1 +
jEZ0 1j
Te

W=m3 ; (2.15)
where the empirical factor cl, that we set equal to the atomic number (Z) for
low Z materials, estimates line transmission, ne is the electron number density
in m 3, and EZ0 1 is the ionization energy of charge state Z 0 1 in eV. During
LDQIC radiation loss is only signicant in the surface plasma at the outer liner
wall. There, the photon mean free path given by:
lmfpph =
1
 Pl
; (2.16)
where Pl is the Planck mean opacity in m
2/kg, is much longer then the spatial
extent of the plasma. Since absorption of radiation by the optically thick liner is
insignicant compared to the internal energy of the liner, we treat the radiated
power given by Equ. 2.15 as a pure loss term. Also a DT plasma of density 500
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kg/m3 at a temperature of 1,000 eV is optically thin on laboratory scales with a
photon mean free path of 0.5 m and becomes even more transparent at higher
temperatures [49]. Since the liner represents an almost perfect radiation sink, it is
justied to neglect eects from radiative transport in the case of MagLIF as well.
The power density released in form of alpha-particles from a DT plasma for
T < 25; 000 eV is in good approximation given by [48]:
f = 2:06 10 28 nDnT T 2=3 exp( 199:4T 1=3) W/m3 ; (2.17)
where nD/nD is the number density of D/T. In the simulations of the MagLIF
scheme we assume that alpha-particles deposit their entire kinetic energy locally
and therefore add f as a gain term to the internal energy equation. A justication
of this assumption is given in Sec. 2.5.4. In the calculation of the number density
product of fusion reactants in Equ. 2.17, we assume a 50-50 mix of D and T:
nDnT =

DT
mD +mT
2
; (2.18)
where mD/mT is the atomic mass of D/T in kg, and neglect burn-up of fusion
fuel, which is justied for yields predicted in the current MagLIF point design for
the Z machine [34]:
In our simulations resistivity () and thermal conductivity () of the uid are
Braginskii-like transport coecients that are determined from a modication of
the Lee-More conductivity model [50].
Solving the equations of MHD in the vacuum outside the liner is computa-
tionally expensive, since explicit solution schemes require short time steps for a
highly resistive medium. Although implicit schemes have better stability proper-
ties, they inevitably become inaccurate at large time steps and scale poorly on
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Derivatives symbol [unit]
time @t [s]
space r [1/m]
Constants symbol [unit]
speed of light c [m/s]
vacuum permeability 0 [N A
 2]
Fluid state variables symbol [unit]
mass density  [kg/m3]
uid velocity v [m/s]
internal energy density e [J/m3]
magnetic eld B [T]
Fluid properties symbol [unit]
pressure P [Pa]
temperature T [eV]
current density j [A/m2]
resistivity  [
 m]
thermal conductivity  [W/(m eV)]
charge state Z 0 [ ]
radiation loss power r [W/m
3]
alpha power deposition f [W/m
3]
Table 2.1: Overview of quantities relevant to the resistive MHD model imple-
mented in the Gorgon code. The uid state variables are evolved in time through
Equ.'s 2.19. Additional models determine the quantities termed uid properties
from the uid state variables.
parallel machines. Gorgon solves this problem by introducing a generalized mag-
netic induction equation for the vector potential (A) that reduces to the vacuum
part of Maxwell's equations below a certain density (in our computations 10 3
kg/m3). This allows the implementation of an explicit nite dierence scheme
that gives a substantial speed-up while preserving r B = 0 up to numerical pre-
cision. The complete uid model is then given by the following 4 coupled partial
dierential equations that determine the evolution of mass density, momentum
density, internal energy density, and vector potential:
@
@t
+r  (v) = 0 ; (2.19a)
@ (v)
@t
+r  (vv) =  rP + jB ; (2.19b)
@e
@t
+r  (ev) =  P r  v +  j 2 + r2 T   r + f ; (2.19c)
1
c2
@2A
@t2
=  rB  0


@A
@t
+ v B

; (2.19d)
where the magnetic eld is the curl of the vector potential, B = r  A, and
the displacement current is neglected in the calculation of the current density,
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j = rB=0. Denitions of symbols in these equations and corresponding units
used in the present work are given in Table 2.1. This system of equations is closed
by an EOS, which gives pressure and temperature as a function of density and
specic internal energy. For this purpose we use the QEOS model that is outlined
in Sec. 2.4.
2.4 The quotidian EOS (QEOS) model
2.4.1 Motivation
Solving an MHD model, such as Equ.'s 2.19, requires an EOS, which describes the
thermodynamic properties of small volumes in the system of interest. Finding a
model EOS or obtaining empirical data is often non-trivial, since in the course of
liner implosions and other laboratory plasma experiments matter exhibits a wide
range of densities (10 4 .  [kg=m3] . 105) and temperatures (10 3 . T [eV] .
104). The ideal gas EOS, which was used to close the equations of hydrodynamics
in Sec. 2.2, is only valid in small subsets of this wide parameter space.
Initially the DT fusion fuel inside a MagLIF liner is present as a diatomic gas,
which is well approximated by an ideal gas consisting of particles with ve degrees
of freedom (f) and a heat capacity ratio of =(f +2)=f =7=5. During implosion
the temperature of the gas increases up to a point where DT is fully dissociated.
There, the degrees of freedom per particle are reduced to 3 and consequently
 = 5=3. During ionization  decreases and again takes the value of 5=3 when DT
becomes a fully ionized plasma.
The Be liner that contains the fusion plasma is initially in a solid state and
melts later on, which is well described by a Gruneisen EOS in conjunction with
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the Lindemann melting law. The very dense states of nH that were reviewed in
Sec. 1.1 are best approximated by a Thomas-Fermi (TS) EOS, but are not yet
fully understood.
A reasonably accurate model of the EOS of nH and Be that reproduces the
qualitative features of matter in those regimes is sucient to show the concept of
LDQIC and isentropically-driven MagLIF. Ultimately, the purpose of ICE is to
obtain an extended or better EOS of a given material, and therefore we do not
aim to have perfect knowledge of the material of interest a priori. In this regard
we use the computationally inexpensive quotidian EOS (QEOS) model [51], which
meets the requirements of calculations that do not aim for the highest predictive
quality. Its principle features are outlined in the following sections. Sec. 2.4.4
contains a justication for the use of a QEOS of Be in our simulations of regular
and isentropically-driven MagLIF, which are presented in Ch. 6.
2.4.2 QEOS structure
A key requirement on a model EOS for uid simulations is thermodynamic con-
sistency. This is of particular importance to the present work, since EOSs that
do not full the laws of thermodynamics can lead to unphysical changes in the
entropy of hydrodynamic ow [52]. Since the QEOS model derives pressure and
internal energy from an analytic representation of the specic free energyx F (; T ):
a) P = 2
@F
@
; b) S =  @F
@T
; c) E = F + TS : (2.20)
xThe term "free energy" refers to the Helmholtz free energy, which is minimal for a system in
thermal equilibrium at a given density and temperature.
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it fulls the rst and second law of thermodynamics globally. It is assumed that
F is a sum of an ion (Fi), electron (Fe) and chemical bonding contribution (Fb):
F (; T ) = Fi(; Ti) + Fe(; Te) + Fb() : (2.21)
Fb provides a crude description of attracting forces between atoms in condensed
matter due to quantum shell eects. Since the Coulomb interaction energy be-
tween ions (EC,i) is proportional to Z
02, and Z 0 in turn depends upon the electron
temperature, the additive assumption of ion and electron free energy is question-
able for strongly coupled plasmas, where EC,i is large compared to the thermal
energy. However, splitting the EOS into an ion, electron, and bonding contri-
bution is a good approximation for the systems studied in this work, which are
near thermal equilibrium and modelled by a single temperature MHD model, as
discussed in Sec. 2.3. Therefore, we set T = Ti = Te in the remainder of this
section.
2.4.3 Ion EOS
The specic ion free energy energy is dened as:
Fi(; T ) =
e T
ma
f (u;w) J/kg ; u =
TD()
T
; w =
Tm()
T
; (2.22)
wherema is the atomic mass in kg, the elementary charge (e) is 1.610 19 C and
temperature (T ), Debye temperature (TD) and melt temperature (Tm) are in units
of eV. f(u;w) is a dimensionless function dened by three analytic expressions in
the uid (T > Tm), high-temperature solid (Tm  T > TD), and low-temperature
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Law Equation Regime
Ideal gas law Pi =  T= (ma e) T !1 or ! 0
Fluid scaling law [53] Pi = (1 + f
0(; w))  T= (ma e) w < 1
Lindemann melting law [54] Tm=TD
2 = 2=3 T = Tm
Dulong-Petit law [54] Ei = 3T= (ma e) TD < T < Tm
Gruneisen pressure law [54] Pi = (@ log TD=@ log ) Ei w > 1 ; u < 3
Debye lattice theory specic heat _ T 3 T < TD
Nernst theorem Si(; T ) = 0 T ! 0
Table 2.2: Well known laws of thermodynamics and material physics and char-
acteristic equations thereof, which are recovered as limiting cases by the ion con-
tribution to the QEOS. Variable denitions: The uid scaling law introduces a
dimensionless function f 0 to model the transition from ideal gas to solid.  in
the Lindemann melting law is a measure of the amplitude of lattice vibrations at
melting and is constant for a given material.
solid (T  TD) regime respectively:
f(u;w)=
8>>>><>>>>:
 11
2
+ 9
2
w1=3 + 3
2
ln

u2
w

w < 1
 1 + 3 ln u+

3u2
40
  u4
2240

w  1;u < 3
9u
8
+ 3 ln(1  e u)  4
5u3
+ 3u
3+9u2+18u+18
u3
e u w  1;u  3 :
(2.23)
Table 2.2 summarizes several material laws that are recovered as limiting cases
by the denition of Fi according to Equ.'s 2.22-2.23. The model for the ion free
energy is completed by empirical formulas that determine Tm() and TD() for a
given element from the atomic number (Z):
e Tm =
0:32  2b+10=3
(1 + )4
; e TD =
1:68  b+2
(Z + 22) (1 + )2
; (2.24)
where  = 1:49 10 23Z 0:3=ma and b = 0:6Z 1=9.
2.4.4 Electron EOS
Degenerate electrons make the largest contribution to the pressure of strongly
coupled, degenerate plasmas, such as pressure ionized nH+, which is potentially
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created by LDQIC, or warm dense Be, which connes the fusion fuel in MagLIF.
Therefore, our simulation model relies on a suciently accurate electron EOS to
model the dynamics of LDQIC implosions and MagLIF implosions close to peak
compression.
As described independently by Thomas and Fermi for T = 0 and extended
to arbitrary temperature by Feynman, Metropolis and Teller [55], electrons in a
QEOS are modelled as a charged uid that obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics with a
semi-classical probability density of:
g(x; pe) =
1
1+ exp[ (pe2=2me   e(x)  )] ; (2.25)
where  = (eT ) 1, pe is the momentum of an electron in an electrostatic potential
, and  is the chemical potential (also referred to as the Fermi level). Under
the assumption of a spherically symmetric electron structure surrounding each
nucleus, integration over momentum gives the electron number density:
ne(r)=
Z
2 d3pe
h3
g(r; pe) =
4
h3
(2me=)
3=2F1=2[ (   e(r))] ; (2.26)
where h is Planck's constant, the factor 2 accounts for spin-up and spin-down
states, and the Fermi-Dirac integral is dened as: Fj[y] =
R1
0
qj= (1 + exp(q + y))
dq. In dense plasmas the fast moving electrons aim to shield the ions from each
other and create an almost charge neutral cell around each ion at all times. This
cell has an average radius of R0 = (4ni=3)
 1=3, termed Wigner-Seitz radius. As-
suming an identical electron structure surrounding each ion, the problem reduces
to a Poisson equation for a single atom:
0r 2(r) = e ne(r)  Ze (r) ; (2.27)
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where 0 is the vacuum permittivity,  is the Dirac delta function, and ne is the
electron number density. Charge neutrality of each atom determines the Fermi
level and also the boundary condition d=dr = 0 at r = R0.
Equ.'s 2.26-2.27 are solved self-consistently for a given density and temperature,
so that ne(r) obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics and (r) solves the Poisson equation.
Then, the kinetic energy (Ekin), electron-ion Coulomb energy (E
ei
C) and electron-
electron Coulomb energy (EeeC ) per atom are obtained from:
Ekin =
Z Z
2
h3
p2e
2me
g(r; pe) d
3r d3pe
=
4
h3
(2me)
3=2  5=2
Z
F3=2 [(   e(r))] d3r ; (2.28a)
EeiC =  
Z
Ze2
jrj ne(r)d
3r (2.28b)
EeeC =
e2
2
Z
ne(r)ne(r
0)
jr   r0j d
3r d3r0 : (2.28c)
It may be shown that integrating the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation in the form of
[56]:
Ee = (Ekin + E
ei
C + E
ee
C )=ma = d[Fe]=d ; (2.29)
gives the specic electron free energy:
Fe = (Z  2Ekin=3  EeeC )=ma ; and subsequently (2.30a)
Pe = 
2@Fe
@
=
8
3h3
(2me)
3=2  5=2F3=2(  e=T ) : (2.30b)
Although the TF model omits details of the electron shell structure, it is often
in good agreement with purely quantum mechanical approaches. For instance, a
comparison between the TF model and the more sophisticated linear mun-tin
orbital method shows only small dierences in pressures on the cold curve (T = 0)
of D for D>5,000 kg/m
3 [57].
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This is somewhat expected, since at this level of compression the Wigner-
Seitz radius becomes smaller than the the most probable distance between a
ground state electron and the nucleus: ra = rB=Z, where rB is the Bohr radius
(= 0 h
2=mee
2). Therefore, a supposed bound electron experiences a stronger
attraction from neighbouring ions than from its bonding partner, which makes
bound states energetically unfavourable and eliminates the discrete shell struc-
ture.
In a MagLIF implosion Be reaches peak densities of 160,000 kg/m3, where
ra  0:7R0, and the ground state is still contained within the Wigner-Seitz cell.
Nevertheless, a signicant attraction between bound electrons and neighbouring
ions exists at this density. Assuming three free electrons per Be atom, we can
estimate the increase in the potential energy of the ground state of Be3+ [58]:
E =
Z 0 e2
80R0

3:6  h	n=1jr
2j	n=1i
R20

= 3:910 17 J! 245 eV ; (2.31)
where the expected value of r2 for the ground state wave function (h	n=1j) is given
by: h	n=1jr2j	n=1i = 3(rB=Z)2, and the charge state: Z 0 = 3. In this approxima-
tion E raises the ground state energy of Be3+ from -217.7 eV in vacuum to 17
eV, where bound states are possible, but suciently broadened. Therefore, the
electron shell structure should not signicantly inuence pressure and internal en-
ergy during stagnation of a MagLIF implosion and we expect sucient quality of
the TF EOS in this regime for relative comparisons between implosions of MagLIF
targets.
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2.4.5 Chemical bonding correction
The electron shell structure gives rise to chemical bonding and the formation of
condensed matter at ambient pressures. These phases typically have densities of
the order of 1,000 kg/m3, where the TF model predicts a large positive pressure
due to the repulsive electrostatic force between free electrons. Although the pres-
sure is only of the order of GPa for Be at solid density and small in comparison
to peak pressures in liner implosion experiments, it is impractical in simulations,
where the target is initially at rest. This aw of the TF theory is corrected in the
QEOS model by adding a semi-empirical bonding correction to the energy [59]:
Eb() = E0

1  exp
h
b

1  (s=)1=3
i
(2.32)
where s is the density of the solid at P=0 and b is a measure of bond strength
and range. Eb is zero at solid density, and for high densities its contribution
is negligible compared to the TF internal energy. Since Eb is independent of
temperature, it is equal to Fb, and we obtain the bonding correction to the pressure
from Equ. 2.20a:
Pb = 
2@Fb
@
= 2
@Eb
@
=  

E0bs
3


s
2=3
exp

b
 
1  (s=)1=3

(2.33)
The parameters E0 and b are set to obtain the correct bulk modulus B of the
material.
B = 

@P
@

s
= 

@pe
@
+
@pi
@

s
  (b+ 2)E0 b s
9
(2.34)
This determines E0 and b with the additional requirement that P (s) = 0.
We summarize our motivation for employing the QEOS model by More et al.
for the closure of the MHD equations. The construction of a QEOS as outlined in
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this section is applicable to the modelling of many astrophysical and laboratory
plasmas that exhibit densities and temperatures over several orders of magnitude.
It is able to match the EOSs of a wide range of materials with sucient accuracy
and prominently requires only ve input parameters. These are the mass of the
atom (ma), the atomic number (Z), a reference temperature (Tr, commonly room
temperature), the solid density of the material at Tr (s) and the bulk modulus
of the material at Tr.
2.5 Key physics of the MagLIF scheme
In Sec. 1.4 we motivated the design of an isentropically-driven variant of the
MagLIF scheme. Potential advantages of this method are discussed in Ch. 6. In
order to provide better understanding of our results, we give an overview of the
governing physical processes of the MagLIF scheme that were described originally
by Slutz et al. [35].
2.5.1 Compressional heating
We previously dened the convergence ratio (Cr) of an implosion as the ratio of
the initial inner radius of the liner (R0) to the same radius at peak compression
(Rp). Extending this denition to spherical capsules, the required Cr to reach the
temperature for ignition (Tig) in isentropically compressed DT fuel from an initial
temperature (T0) is given by:
Cr =
R0
Rp
=

Tig
T0
1=g( 1)
; (2.35)
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where g equals 2 (3) for cylindrical (spherical) geometry and the isentrope of DT
is that of an ideal gas with a heat capacity ratio . Equ. 2.35 demonstrates the
familiar result that cylindrically converging implosions require higher convergence
than spherically converging implosions to reach Tig.
In the NIF point design three to four shocks coalesce just inside the inner
surface of the dense fuel layer, preheat the inner gas region, and thereby lower the
requirement on Cr for reaching fusion temperatures in the central hot-spot [12].
Similarly, in MagLIF a fast imploding liner heats the fuel by driving a strong
shock into it. Neglecting geometrical convergence, the post-shock temperature
(Ts) of the fuel is given by [60]:
Ts =
mDT (   1)
2 e
u2p = 4:2 10 9u2p eV ; (2.36)
wheremDT is the average atomic mass of DT (=4.14 10 27 kg), the heat capacity
ratio is that of an atomic gas (=5/3), and the speed of the inner liner wall (the
pusher velocity) up has units of m/s. When the shock has reached the cylinder
axis, the fuel volume is approximately one fourth of its initial value, consequently
the liner is at a radius R0/2 from the center, and the sound speed of the fuel is
raised to a point where compression proceeds nearly isentropically. Therefore, a
modication of Equ. 2.35 with the substitutions: Cr ! Cr=2, and T0 ! Ts(from
Equ. 2.36) yields the convergence ratio:
Cr = 3:8 106 T 3=4ig u 3=2p  120 ; (2.37)
for Tig=10,000 eV and up=100,000 m/s. Due to disruptions by the MRT insta-
bility that were discussed in Sec. 1.3, stable liner implosions to Cr > 30 are
regarded unattainable with current methods. Therefore, the fuel is heated by
a laser to 250 eV prior to implosion in order to lower Cr to 21. Equation
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2.37 suggests that laser preheat could be avoided if high implosion velocities are
achieved. However, an analytic liner implosion solution gives the following scaling
of the implosion velocity [61]:
up /

Ar
1  1=(2Ar)
1=4
Ip
tp
1=2
; (2.38)
where the aspect ratio (Ar) is dened as inner radius over thickness of the liner
and tp is the time until the peak current Ip is reached. According to Equ. 2.38,
the implosion velocity largely depends upon the machine specications, Ip and tp,
whereas increasing Ar gives only small improvements in implosion velocity and
at the same time makes the liner more susceptible to the MRT instability, as we
demonstrate in Ch. 5 for LDQIC. Apart from reducing the required Cr, high
implosion velocities also increase the compressional heating rate. For a cylindri-
cally symmetric homogeneous DT cylinder of outer radius rDT, the compressional
heating rate per unit length is given by:
P
dV
dt
=
DT e T
mDT
2  rDT up = 2:4 108 DT rDT T up W/m ; (2.39)
where the pressure (P ) was taken from the ideal gas law. In order to reach fusion
temperatures in the fuel, the compressional heating rate has to overcome the
combined loss rate of thermal conduction and radiation discussed in Sec.'s 2.5.2-
2.5.3. Therefore, any alterations to the pulse shape for isentropic compression of
the liner have to maintain high implosion velocities.
2.5.2 Thermal conduction losses
As the implosion approaches peak compression, the rate of thermal conduction
through the fuel/liner interface increases. Compared to the fully ionized DT
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plasma, the dense Be plasma is much more strongly coupled and has a higher
ionization energy, which leads to an eective polytropic index of  < 1:2 and
causes the liner to remain relatively cold, as indicated by Equ. 2.35. Therefore, the
temperature of the liner may be neglected for estimating the thermal conduction
loss rate per unit length (Lc) from the cylindrical DT ll:
Lc = 2rDTrrT  2T < 2:4 108 DT rDT T up W/m ; (2.40)
where a constant temperature gradient of rrT  T=rDT across the fuel was
assumed, and we emphasize that Lc must not exceed the compressional heating
rate up to the point of ignition. Since DT rDT is limited by constraints on total
fuel mass, convergence ratio, and initial radius of the liner, Equ. 2.40 sets a lower
bound to the implosion velocity of 200 km/s [62].
However, a magnetic eld inhibits thermal conduction through electrons and to
a lesser extent ions. In a fully ionized DT plasma the electron thermal conductivity
coecient dominates  and takes the form [63]:
?e = 3:16ni
e2T
me
e

1 + 0:39e
2
1 + 3:9e
2 + 0:26e
4

W/(m eV) ; (2.41)
perpendicular to the magnetic eld lines, where e is the electron collision time,
and the Hall parameter is dened as: e = eBe=me. In the limit of large elds 
?
e
scales with B 2, which oers the possibility of large reductions in losses through
thermal conduction. This is central to MagLIF, where the fuel is magnetized by
an axial eld of the order of tens of tesla (T) prior to implosion. Due to the high
electrical conductivity of solid Be and DT plasma, the magnetic ux through the
cross section of the cylinder is conserved well during implosion. This results in
eld strengths of the order of 10,000 T at peak compression, which signicantly
reduces the minimum up for achieving ignition.
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Although the purely axial magnetic eld in the MagLIF scheme does not pre-
vent losses at the cylinder ends, this is alleviated by the fact that the length of the
fuel cylinder (L) is 20 times its diameter at peak compression, which leads to
comparably small temperature gradients in axial direction: @zT  2T=L < @rT ,
as well as to heat escaping through a relatively small surface area at the cylinder
ends.
2.5.3 Radiation loss
In addition to losses through thermal conduction, compressional heating has to
overcome radiation losses in order to reach temperatures for thermonuclear burn.
By multiplying the radiation loss power density (r) from Equ. 2.15 with the
cross sectional area of the fuel cylinder, we obtain an estimate for the radiation
loss power per unit length:
Lr  3:1 1015(DTrDT )2 T 1=2 W/m ; (2.42)
where we neglected radiation from electron-ion recombination, which is insigni-
cant at high temperatures. Assuming a maximum implosion velocity, Equ. 2.42
sets an upper limit on the initial fuel density(0), since for a given convergence
ratio: Lr / 02, whereas P dVdt / 0. As 0 is increased, the plasma will lose more
of its energy through radiation, which consequently results in a decrease in peak
temperature.
2.5.4 Fusion heating
When the liner has reached peak convergence and compressional heating stops,
fusion reactions must deposit energy into the fuel at a higher rate than is lost
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through thermal conduction and radiation. In case of DT fuel, the two fusion
products generated in each reaction are a 14.1 MeV neutron, which only very
weakly interacts with the plasma, and a 3.5 MeV alpha-particle, which makes by
far the dominant contribution to self-sustained burn. The alpha-particle power
density (f) given in Equ. 2.17 multiplied with the cross sectional area of the
fuel cylinder and the fractional alpha-particle energy deposition (f) yields the
alpha-heating power per unit length:
Pf = 9:41024 (DT rDT)2 T 2=3 exp( 199:4T 1=3)f W/m : (2.43)
f is greatly increased in the presence of a magnetic eld, which forces alpha-
particles to follow helical paths along the eld lines. For an average alpha-particle
range ( =2-4 kg/m
2 for T=5-10 keV) and a ratio of fuel cylinder radius to
cyclotron radius of a 3.5 MeV alpha-particle (b = 3:77 rDTB) the fraction of
alpha-particle energy deposited takes the form [64]:
f  x + x
2

1 + 13x=9 + x2
where x =
8
3

DT rDT
 
+
b2p
9 b2 + 1000

: (2.44)
According to this equation, alpha-particle heating is signicantly increased if the
cyclotron radius is less than the fuel radius. In the MagLIF point design fuel
magnetization exceeds 10,0000 T at a fuel radius of 0.13 mm at peak compres-
sion [34], which sets f very close to one and thereby justies our assumption of
complete alpha-particle energy deposition in Equ. 2.17.
However, large B-elds can potentially decrease fusion yield by inhibiting burn
propagation through dense fuel, as was observed in a study of the high-gain
MagLIF scheme, which proposes the implosion of targets featuring a DT ice layer
at the inner liner wall by drive currents of up to 70 MA. For MagLIF drivers
operating at currents <30 MA, we note that the magnetic eld increases yield
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not only by inhibiting thermal conduction, but also by dramatically increasing
alpha-particle heating during the burn phase.
Chapter 3
Cylindrically converging
isentropic implosions
In Sec. 1.3 we have introduced the LDQIC scheme for the study of highly de-
generate D. In this chapter we focus on the dynamics of the sample alone and
assume the liner as a cylindrically converging, innitely thin piston that applies
the pressure PD(t). This reduces the problem of assembling D to the calculation
of a pressure history that limits shock formation and keeps the D at low entropy.
In Sec. 3.1 we construct a self-similar Kidder-type implosion of the D ll and
compare it to a Kidder-type implosion of an ideal gas in cylindrical geometry.
Current waveforms for the recreation of these solutions under the assumption of
perfectly conducting D, or an innitely thin and heavy liner are given in Sec.
3.2. In Sec. 3.3 the dimensions and dynamics of the D ll are set. In order to
overcome the limitations of self-similar solutions in representing an initially iso-
choric and isobaric target, we present results of a numerical method that initiates
asymptotically self-similar isentropic ow in uniform D.
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Figure 3.1: A Kidder-type
implosion: The initial de-
pendence of the uid pres-
sure upon radius, and sub-
sequent rise of the bound-
ary pressure leads to simul-
taneous compression of all
Lagrangian uid elements
(dark/light grey) during im-
plosion. The normalized ra-
dius of the uid boundary
(red) takes the form h(t) =p
1  t02 for a spherically
converging implosion of an
ideal gas of =5/3.
3.1 An extension of Kidder's homogeneous isen-
tropic implosion to deuterium
In Sec. 1.3 we gave a brief introduction into ICF, highlighted the high levels of
compression required for ecient burn of fusion fuel on laboratory scales, and
discussed the increase in drive eciency for low fuel adiabats. This motivated the
optimization of ICF implosions by running computer simulations, and the study
of self-similar solutions in gas dynamics.
In particular, Kidder found an analytic solution to a spherically converging
isentropic compression of an ideal gas [65]. He assumed a homogeneous implo-
sion, where all Lagrangian uid elements experience the same rate of compression
during implosion. This diers from a real world experiment, where the interior
of the target is initially in pressure balance. There, compression starts at the
outer edge of the pellet and inner parts are accelerated after arrival of the rst
shock/sound wave. Simultaneous compression of the entire volume, as it occurs
in Kidder's implosion, requires an initially non-uniform dependence of the uid
pressure upon radius that initiates an equal rate of compression across the fuel.
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Figure 3.2: Normalized
implosion trajectories h(t):
spherically converging ideal
gas of  = 5=3 (green) [65],
cylindrically converging
ideal gas of  = 5=3 (red),
and cylindrically converging
liquid D (blue).
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However, a numerical study found that the external pressure history of Kidder's
implosion applied to an isobaric uid causes only a small increase in entropy if
implosion velocities are small compared to the speed of sound. Motivated by
this result we briey review Kidder's implosion and present an adaptation to the
implosion of D in cylindrical geometry.
In a homogeneous implosion the rate of compression is the same for each La-
grangian uid element and therefore the radial position r(t) of each Lagrangian
uid element is proportional to its initial position r0 and a time dependent factor
h(t) that varies between 1 at t = 0 and 0 at t = t0:
r(t) = r0 h(t) : (3.1)
Fig. 3.2 compares Kidder's original result for a spherically converging ideal gas
of =5/3 [65]:
h5=3(t) =
s
1 

t
t0
2
; (3.2)
to the solution for a cylindrically converging ideal gas of  = 5/3, which we ob-
tained by numerically solving a dierential equation that is derived in App. A.
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Figure 3.3: In the high-
density limit the principal
isentrope of liquid D (blue)
asymptotically converges to
the pressure of an ideal
Fermi gas (green). For
low densities the pressure of
an ideal Fermi gas is much
higher than the pressure of
liquid D.
However, self-similar solutions for ideal gases have limited applicability to the
compression of D. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the principle isentrope of cryogenic liquid
D, which was calculated from a QEOS [51], deviates from an ideal gas at low
densities. However, in the high-density limit it converges to the isentrope of a
Fermi degenerate gas, whose EOS is of the form of an ideal gas of  = 5/3. We
utilized this asymptotic convergence of D to obtain a Kidder-type solution for D
in the following manner.
An ideal gas of  = 5/3 with an initial radius of 2.7 mm, corresponding to
the size of the sample for LDQIC, was initialized in a simulation according to
the Kidder-type solution obtained in App. A. This uid was contained within a
second uid that extended the Kidder-type initial conditions up to a radius of 30
mm. Time evolution of the equations of hydrodynamics using the Gorgon code,
which was outlined in Sec. 2.3, reconstructed the Kidder-type result for cylindrical
geometry in the inner uid. The large size of the outer uid ensured that the
rarefaction wave from the outer edge did not reach the boundary of the inner
uid during the course of the simulation. When the inner uid was compressed
to densities where D is well approximated by an ideal gas, the simulation was
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Figure 3.4: Snapshots of an implosion of D that asymptotically converges towards
Kidder-type ow (blue) within an outer uid (green), in comparison to the Kidder-
type solution for an ideal gas of =5/3 (red). (a) shows density distributions and
(b) shows the corresponding pressures.
stopped. The density, energy density, and velocities of this nal state were than
used as initial conditions for a second simulation.
However, in this second simulation the EOSs of both uids were taken from
a QEOS for D. Then the ow was evolved backwards in time starting at t=450
ns until t=0 ns, when the interface between the two uids was at rest. Density
distributions of this simulation and the result for an ideal gas are compared in Fig.
3.4(a). Deviations from the ideal gas result are clearly observed in the pressure
distribution in Fig. 3.4(b) at 405 ns. The trajectory of the interface between the
inner and outer uid as a function of normalized time t0 = t=t0 is shown in Fig.
3.2. However, the time until total collapse (t0) of 465 ns, which was determined
by forward integration, signicantly diered from the ideal gas result, where t0 was
410 ns. This is because D has a much smaller pressure than the Fermi degenerate
gas for densities comparable to the ambient density of liquid D, as shown in Fig.
3.3, and consequently isentropic ow of liquid D is much slower than isentropic
ow of the Fermi degenerate gas. Forward integration from t = 0 ns conrmed
that we have indeed constructed an asymptotic Kidder-type implosion of D.
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3.2 Current pulse shaping for the recreation of
a Kidder-type implosion
Once a solution for the implosion trajectory h(t) is found, the required pressure
history at the outer surface PD(t) may be used for calculating the required intensity
of a laser that recreates PD(t) by heating a surrounding ablator. Clark and Tabak
assembled degenerate spheres of DT for fast ignition reaching densities up to
500,000 kg/m3 in simulations by determining the laser intensity through trial and
error [36].
Throughout this thesis we focus on cylindrical samples imploded by the drive
current of a pulsed power machine. If the sample is a perfect conductor, a skin
current will ow at the outer surface of the sample. Therefore, by applying the
expression for a magnetic piston [66] the required current that recreates the im-
plosion (I), the pressure at the uid boundary (PD), and the outer radius (rD)
are related through:
I(t) = rD(t)
s
82PD(t)
0
: (3.3)
In Fig. 3.5 we compare the drive current of the Kidder-type implosion of a Fermi
degenerate gas I5=3(t
0), and the current for the asymptotic Kidder-type implosion
of D ID(t
0), which was presented in Sec. 3.1. Since liquid D initially exerts a
much smaller pressure than the Fermi degenerate gas, ID(0) is much smaller than
I5=3(0). However, for t
0 ! 1, ID(t0) converges towards I5=3(t0).
For LDQIC we have to consider that the required current is increased due to
the inertia of the metal liner. Assuming the liner is innitely thin and heavy
compared to the sample inside, the motion of the sample/liner interface may
be approximated by a zero-dimensional (0D) model. The acceleration a of the
cylindrical liner is the force F acting on the cylinder divided by the cylinder mass
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Figure 3.5: Drive currents
for the implosion of sam-
ples with an initial inner ra-
dius of 2.7 mm: skin current
of a perfectly conducting
Fermi degenerate gas  =
5=3 (red), skin current of
perfectly conducting liquid
D (blue), and current ow
through an innitely thin
and heavy Be liner lled
with liquid D (green).
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(M):
a(t) =
F (t)
M
=
2rzP (t)
M
=
2rP (t)
m
; (3.4)
where z is the length of the cylinder, m = M=z is the cylinder mass per unit
length and P is the pressure applied at the outer surface. Using Equ. 3.3 in order
to replace P (t) by I(t) in Equ. 3.4 we obtain:
a =
2r0I
2
82r2m
=
0I
2
4rm
: (3.5)
If the desired implosion trajectory r0h(t) as discussed in Sec. 3.1 is known, we
can rearrange Equ. 3.5 and obtain the required pulse shape for the recreation of
the implosion inside an innitely thin and heavy cylinder:
IL(t) =
r
4m
0
r(t)a(t) =
s
4m
0
r20
t20
h(t)h00(t) (3.6)
which is shown in Fig. 3.5 for the implosion of a 540 m thick Be liner with an
inner radius of 2.7 mm that is lled with liquid D. Details on the dimensions of
the target are given in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 4.1.
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3.3 The ctitious ow method in cylindrical ge-
ometry
Kidder's implosion, as discussed in Sec. 3.1, assumes an initially non-uniform uid
that is self-similar right from the start. If an initially uniform sample, as present
in an experiment, is imploded by a drive current for a Kidder-type implosion, it
eventually leads to the formation of a shock that signicantly raises the entropy
of the sample.
In order to avoid this rise in entropy, we aim to initiate asymptotically self-
similar ow in an initially isochoric and isobaric uid. In this section results of
an adaptation of a method that was originally developed by Clark and Tabak are
presented [36]. It takes advantage of the attracting nature of self-similar ows.
A brief outline of the asymptotic properties of self-similar ows was given in Sec.
2.2. The method achieves convergence towards self-similarity in a simulation by
setting up a ctitious ow (FF) behind the uniform uid (real ow). It is intended
that during the course of the simulation the real ow is attracted towards self-
similarity. In Sec. 2.2 we referred to the stability of cylindrically converging
self-similar ows of ideal gases of <2 [42]. We cannot give a denite proof that
the D ll is indeed attracted towards self-similarity, but regard the results of our
simulations as a proof of principle. It is noted that self-similar solutions are widely
regarded as attractors in the space of all solutions [42, 67], and that a transition
to self-similar ow in collapsing cavities was found numerically [43].
As well as providing proper treatment of an initially uniform assembly, the
method allows the introduction of an initial shock that is followed by quasi-
isentropic compression, as typically done in laser-driven fast ignition ICF schemes,
where DT's density is raised to 1000 kg/m3 by the rst shock. LDQIC could
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study isentropes at higher entropies by setting up an initial shock at the interface
between the real ow and the FF. In this case the use of a cylindrical D shell
instead of a full volume of D avoids strengthening of the initial shock as it ap-
proaches the center. The steepness of the following ramp wave is adjusted so that
the isentropic compression wave does not overtake the initial shock before break-
out at the inner surface of the D shell. This ensures quasi-isentropic compression
for the rest of the implosion and due to the uniform pressure at stagnation an iso-
choric assembly at peak compression. During the simulation the pressure history
at the interface between ctitious and real ow is recorded, which provides the
basis for replacing the FF by a metal liner.
3.3.1 Target design
We can estimate the peak density that could be achieved inside a liner by assuming
that the D ll is almost unaected by MRT growth at the outer portion of the
liner up to a convergence ratio of 8. This results in a 64 fold increase in liquid
D's initial density (170 kg/m3) to 10,880 kg/m3. If we further assume that the
D remains almost degenerate and thereby has a negligible ion pressure, we can
equate the degeneracy pressure of D inside the liner to the magnetic pressure
applied by a perfect conductor on the outer edge of the liner:
3:12 106 5=3D 
0I
2
82r2
; (3.7)
where I is the current, r is the radius and D is D's density at peak compression.
Equ. 3.7 gives a required peak current of around 10.9 MA at a nal radius of 0.34
mm in order to conne D at a pressure of 16.6 TPa. Here we have chosen an initial
inner radius of the liner of 2.7 mm. Decreasing the initial radius of the liner would
lower the required peak current. However, smaller liners will show an increase in
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surface roughness relative to their radius, and therefore are more prone to MRT
growth at a given convergence ratio. Today's machining capabilities achieve a
minimal root-mean-squared roughness of Be surfaces of 100-250 nm [32].
Having set the initial outer radius of the D ll to 2.7 mm, we discuss the use
of a D shell instead of a full volume in more detail. It was noted earlier that a D
shell limits geometrical strengthening of an initial shock. For LDQIC an entirely
shockless implosion would be feasible. However, liquid D's initial speed of sound
of 850 m/s requires a rise time of the current greater than 3.1 microseconds (s)
for a liner with an inner radius of 2.7 mm in order to avoid shock formation before
the rst compression wave reaches the center.
Since many pulsed-power machines operate on rise times shorter than 1.2 s
and the experimental MagLIF campaign on the Z machine at Sandia National
Laboratories determined the stability of Be liners imploding within 300 nanosec-
onds (ns) [32, 33, 38], a shorter implosion time for LDQIC is desirable. Fur-
thermore, aluminium (Al) liners imploded on a timescale of around 10 s had a
maximum convergence ratio of only 6.7, despite the signicant inhibition of MRT
growth by the strength of Al in these experiments [68]. This may be due to the
electrothermal instability, which has been proposed as a possible seed for the MRT
instability [69, 70].
Shorter implosion times could be achieved by compressing thin, higher aspect
ratio D shells, where the aspect ratio AS is dened as the ratio of the shell's
outer radius to its thickness, since after arrival of the initial shock at the inner
surface the velocity of the freely moving inner surface is not limited by the speed
of sound of static material ahead of it [71]. Furthermore, a weak initial shock,
which may be used for LDQIC to further reduce total implosion time, driven into
thick shells, or a full cylinder with AS = 1, causes a non-uniform adiabat, due
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to geometrical shock strengthening. We also found that after break-out of the
rst shock/compression wave at the inner surface of thin shells, the ow quickly
converges to the self-similar solution of a collapsing cavity, while for a full volume
of D self-similarity is established only for times much longer than typical rise times
of pulsed power generators.
However, the rapid sequence of shock, compression, arrival of rarefaction wave
and strong acceleration at the outer surface seen in thin shells requires more
precise shaping of the magnetic pressure applied by the pulsed power generator in
order to maintain a uniform adiabat. As a trade-o between implosion time and
requirements on pulse shaping we present the FF method for a D shell of AS = 2.
3.3.2 Initial conditions and details of the simulation
In Sec. 3.3.1 we have motivated implosion times <1 s for LDQIC targets. This
can be achieved by initializing a shock at the interface between the real ow and
the FF that increases the ow velocity early on. Fig. 3.6(a) shows a density
increase due to the initial shock to 230 kg/m3 at t = 0 ns. The initial shock
strengthens due to geometrical convergence until it breaks out at the inner surface
at t= 320 ns. It must not be overtaken by the following ramp wave before this
point, since that would cause a large rise in the adiabat of D, and prevent the real
ow from approaching self-similar isentropic ow.
The ramp wave in the FF was initialized according to the Kidder-type solu-
tion for cylindrically converging liquid D, which was obtained through backward
integration as discussed in Sec. 3.1. Since this solution approaches homogeneous
self-similar isentropic ow, formation of any additional shocks was prevented and
a uniform adiabat was maintained during implosion. Additionally, the FF was
given an initial velocity of a constant Mach number of 0.2, in order to catch up
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Figure 3.6: (a) A weak shock followed by a FF (green), according to Kidder's so-
lution, is initialized behind a uniform shell of liquid D (real ow/blue). Snapshots
of the arrival of the shock at the inner surface, the arrival of the rarefaction wave
at the outer surface and the arrival on axis are shown. (b) Snapshots during the
reversal of the ow show an outgoing shock, and subsequently a nearly isochoric
assembly of D.
with the initial shock driven into the real ow.
The real ow was initialized as liquid D at a density of 170 kg/m3 at a tem-
perature of 20 K. These initial conditions were then evolved in time by using the
resistive MHD code Gorgon at a spatial resolution of 1.5 m [72, 45]. Peak com-
pression of the real ow occurred at the desired time of 550 ns, which is of the
same order as rise times of several pulsed power machines. Thermal conduction
was modelled using a Lee-More-Desjarlais table, but did not alter the outcome of
the simulation signicantly [50, 73].
3.3.3 Properties of isentropically compressed deuterium
In Fig. 3.6(a) we show the initial conguration of the real ow (blue) and FF
(green) at t= 0 and, subsequently, the arrival of the shock at the inner surface
(t=320 ns), the arrival of the following rarefaction wave at the outer surface of
the real ow (t=392 ns), convergence towards self-similar ow (t = 448 ns) and
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Figure 3.7: Time evolution
of the pressure at the inter-
face between real ow and
FF, PD(t).
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the arrival on axis (t=468 ns).
Although the solution of the outward ow can only be treated numerically,
asymptotic properties for t ! 1 are known [39]. A ow which remains entirely
on a given adiabat will result in an isochoric assembly late on [36]. In Fig. 3.6(b)
we see an outgoing shock emerging on axis and propagating through the real ow
and subsequently into the FF, creating a nearly isochoric assembly. A small warm
region of lower density is created around the axis due to our choice of a low aspect
ratio D shell, which caused a rise in the adiabat as the initial shock approached the
inner edge of the shell. Apart from this small central region, the almost uniform
state obtained at peak compression is favourable for a point measurement of the
properties of D during stagnation. The required pressure PD(t) for replacing the
FF by the external driver that is shown in Fig. 3.7 demonstrates features of the
compression phase up to 400 ns, followed by a attening of the pressure caused
by the rarefaction wave from the inner surface of the shell, the reected shock at
500 ns, and peak compression at around 550 ns.
Chapter 4
Isentropic compression inside a
metal liner
In Sec. 3.3 we presented the construction of an asymptotically self-similar isen-
tropic implosion of a D shell and obtained the pressure history at the outer bound-
ary of the sample (PD(t)). In this chapter it is shown that this implosion can be
recreated inside a metal liner by shaping the current waveform of a pulsed power
generator. In Sec. 4.1 a relation between PD(t) and the drive current (Io) is ob-
tained through several equations that describe eects such as, the transmission
of sound energy at the D/Be interface, transit time of sound waves through the
liner, and resistive diusion. Results of the determination of Io by evaluating the
remaining unknowns in this system of equations during resistive MHD simulations
with the Gorgon code are presented in Sec. 4.2. We then compare PD(t) to the
pressure that is achieved at the inner surface of a liner (PDL(t)) that is driven
by the current waveform Io(t) and analyse the dierences between the FF-driven
and the liner-driven compression in Sec. 4.3. Results of an adaptation of LDQIC
to smaller pulsed power machines are presented in Sec. 4.4, before we compare
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the isentropes obtained by LDQIC compression to the Saturn isentrope in Sec.
4.5. The chapter is concluded with a comparison of LDQIC to previous ICEs in
convergent geometry in Sec. 4.6.
4.1 Metal liners as outer boundaries of an im-
plosion
In Sec. 3.3 PD(t) was determined through a FF simulation. In this section we
aim to replace the FF by a metal liner and to shape the drive current in order to
recreate the implosion in the D ll.
In choosing a suitable liner thickness, a compromise between stability and e-
ciency of the implosion has to be made. Due to inevitable surface imperfections,
MRT growth starts at the outer liner wall and progresses towards the inner liner
wall during the course of the implosion. Thick liners can prevent the MRT in-
stability from penetrating into the D, while thin liners require less drive energy,
due to lower kinetic energy of the liner. The choice of low-density liner material
can further increase the eciency of the implosion. In the context of MagLIF,
two-dimensional (2D) LASNEX simulations found Be liners with an aspect ratio
of 6 to be optimal [35], and an experimental campaign is currently underway to
conrm their stability [32, 33, 38]. This research motivated our choice of an A = 6
Be liner, which results in a liner thickness of 540 m, due to the inner radius of
2.7 mm that was set in Sec. 3.3.
The 0D model for a heavy and thin liner presented in Sec. 3.2 is not sucient
for recreating the pressure obtained through the FF simulation PD(t) by a Be liner
of ABe = 6. Therefore, we introduce a more sophisticated model that treats the
liner as a one-dimensional (1D) resistive uid. However, for now it is assumed that
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Figure 4.1: The sound ab-
sorptivity  increases with
the magnetic pressure Pm
applied to the Be liner
(green). The speed of sound
of Be increases along its
principal isentrope (blue).
the liner is a perfect conductor, and the current Io applies the following magnetic
pressure to the outer liner wall at a radius r:
Pm =
0I
2
o
82r2
: (4.1)
The magnetic pressure launches sound waves into the liner and subsequently into
the D ll. Due to the sound impedance mismatch between Be and D, the sound
waves are weakened by the sound absorptivity :
 =
2ZD
ZBe + ZD
; (4.2)
where ZD = DcD is D's and ZBe = BecBe is Be's sound impedance.  as a
function of Pm, is shown in Fig. 4.1, where we assume that D and Be remain on
their principal isentropes. At the start of the implosion ZD is much lower than
ZBe, and much of the sound energy remains in the liner (D is about 10 times
lower than Be). Later on the D ll becomes more absorptive (D is around 80 %
of Be). (Pm) then determines the required magnetic pressure Pm for a given D
surface pressure PD:
(Pm)Pm(tl) = PD(tD) ; (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: The position of
D/Be interface rD (blue),
the mean position of the cur-
rent rc (red) and the time
ts (red) it takes for sound
waves, originating at rc to
reach the D/Be interface.
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where tD = tl + ts. ts is the time it takes a sound wave to propagate through the
liner. ts decreases from 55 ns at the start to 30 ns towards the end of the implosion.
Omitting this eect would result in a steepening of the ramp compression and
overheating of the D compared to the FF simulation.
Due to the nite conductivity of the liner, the current diuses from the outer
liner wall towards the inner liner wall. This will lower the required current, since
the pressure waves originate from a distributed region within the liner. In order to
account for current diusion, we assume the sound waves emerge from an eective
position rc. Here we approximate rc by the mean position of the current:
rc =
R
rj(r)drR
j(r)dr
: (4.4)
An approximate equation for the time it takes sound waves to cover the distance
rs = rc  rD is obtained by taking into account the sound speed in the Be and the
velocity of the magnetic piston vc:
tl = tD   ts = tD   rc(tl)  rD(tD)
cBe(Pm)  vc(tl) ; (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: (a) The mean position of the current rc and the distance rs are eval-
uated during a Gorgon simulation. (b) A sine squared current of 350 ns rise time
Is (red), compared to the optimised current Io (green), which features a prepulse
for t < 0 in order to give a smooth transition into the recreation of the D/Be
interface pressure.
where Be's Eulerian sound speed cBe is evaluated on its principal isentrope at the
required pressure Pm and rD is taken from the FF simulation. Equ. 4.5 assumes
that cBe is constant between rc and rD, but that was nevertheless sucient to
obtain a good estimate for the time tl. ts decreases due to the monotonic increase
in cBe, as shown in Fig. 4.1, due to the resistive diusion of rc, shown in Fig. 4.2,
and due to the monotonic decrease of vc up to stagnation, which can be deduced
from rc(tl).
At 480 ns the liner is entirely melted and the resistivity is almost equalized
across the liner. This and the further increase in Io required to match PD cause a
second diusion wave that starts at the outer liner wall, briey increases rc   rD
and consequently ts during its onset. The evolution of ts is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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4.2 Determination of the pulse shape during a
Gorgon simulation
In order to obtain the required pressure PD(tD) on the outer surface of the D, rc(t)
is evaluated during a resistive MHD Gorgon simulation (snapshot shown in Fig.
4.3(a)) that uses Lee-More-Desjarlais transport coecients [50, 73]. rD(t) is taken
from the FF simulation and the required drive current I0(t) is then determined by
evaluating the set of equations from the previous section during the Gorgon sim-
ulation. The Be liner was initialized at a density of 1848 kg/m3 at a temperature
of 20 K, where the QEOS returned a pressure of 100 kPa, which is negligible
compared to the magnetic pressure applied by Io after several nanoseconds. This
low initial pressure in the Be was of the order of the initial D pressure and resulted
in the launch of only a very weak sound wave into the D, which did not cause
signicant release of material after arrival at the inner surface of the D ll. The
same spatial resolution as for the FF simulation of 1.5 m was used.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the implosion of the D in the FF simulation is
initiated by a weak shock of non-zero pressure: PD(0) = 500 MPa. Therefore, the
empirical model presented in this section that determines the required current for
recreating PD(t) returns Io 6=0 at t=0. In order to raise the current of the pulsed
power machine from Io=0 to Io(0), the following prepulse is applied:
Io(t) = Io(0)

1 +
t
300 ns
3=2
; for:   300 ns < t < 0 ; (4.6)
which provides a smooth transition into the current waveform for t 0. Further
justication of this prepulse is given in Sec. 4.3.1.
The prepulse is followed by the waveform determined through Equ. 4.1-4.5 up
to t = 500 ns. At this point the outgoing shock that reverses the ow reaches the
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D/Be interface, and the determination of the drive current Io through Equ. 4.1-4.5
is stopped, since sucient electromagnetic energy was converted to kinetic energy
and internal energy of the liner for inertially conning the D during stagnation.
Therefore, we reach the peak current Ip = 10:8 MA at t = 500 ns and adopt the
following sine-squared pulse shape:
Io(t) = Ip sin
2


t  400 ns
200 ns

; for: 500 ns < t < 600 ns ; (4.7)
which decreases the current to Io = 0 within 100 ns during the subsequent ow
reversal. The combined current waveform Io(t) of prepulse (Equ. 4.6), our em-
pirical model (Equ. 4.1-4.5), and the waveform applied after peak current (Equ.
4.7) is shown in Fig. 4.3(b) in comparison to a sine-squared pulsex with a rise
time of tp=350 ns:
Is(t) = Ip sin
2(t=(2tp)) ; (4.8)
which applied to the same target, compresses D on a relatively high adiabat to
similar peak pressures. From the simulation of the LDQIC a required peak voltage
to drive the implosion by the current waveform Io(t) of around 480 kV and a total
electromagnetic energy delivered to the load of around 200 kJ were determined
for a liner with an axial length of 5 mm. These parameters are in line with similar
liner experiments on the Z machine at Sandia National Laboratories [32].
xApproximate sine-squared current waveforms are typically obtained on pulsed power generators
if all Marx banks are red simultaneously.
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4.3 Comparison between ctitious ow and liner-
driven compression
4.3.1 Ramp phase
A comparison between D's boundary pressure in the FF simulation PD and the
liner-driven compression PDC in Fig. 4.4(a) shows that a good match is achieved
for t > 200 ns. The deviation early on is caused by the prepulse applied for t < 0,
which launches weak sound waves into the D ll. However, by adjusting the length
and the exponent of the prepulse function in Equ. 4.6 we controlled the timing
of the rst waves in order to obtain the formation of a shock at around 200 m
inside the outer surface of the D. The dierence between the speed of this shock
and the initial shock in the FF simulation was negligible and did not contribute
to deviations between the FF and the liner-driven compression for the rest of the
implosion.
The exact pressure dependence at the outer surface of the D in the experiment
will dier from the simulation for t. 100 ns, since elastic waves propagate in
the Be at a speed of 12.8 km/s until the pressure exceeds the elastic limit of
Be of 330 MPa [74]. Although up to this point, waves propagate at the bulk
sound speed of 8.4 km/s in the simulation, it is not expected that this leads to
signicant deviations for the rest of the implosion, since the momentum of the
liner at t=0 remains unchanged. Therefore any sound waves launched early into
the D by elastic waves in the Be are overtaken by an equally weak shock before
they reach the inner surface of the D ll. Any small dierences will not lead to
signicant dierences in the entropy of the D, but may be corrected by adjusting
the prepulse in a simulation using a material strength model and an EOS of higher
accuracy than QEOS.
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Figure 4.4: (a) The time evolution of the pressure at the boundary of the D PD
as determined by the FF method in comparison to the D boundary pressure PDC
that is achieved by the compression with a surrounding Be liner, when Io, as
determined in Sec 4.1, is applied. (b) A comparison between snapshots of the D
density obtained through FF compression (magenta) and liner-driven compression
(blue) shows a good match up to 490 ns. At 510 ns the D density is reduced by
about 8 % for liner-driven compression (Be density not shown).
The assumption that Be would remain on its principle isentrope was sucient
for calculating the impedance mismatch in Equ. 4.2, since ohmic heating is negli-
gible at the inner liner wall for t < 400 ns. For the same reason our approximation
of the transit time ts in Equ. 4.5 is justied, since, due to resistive diusion, the
sound waves launched by the magnetic pressure emerge from a position within
the liner and propagate through a region undergoing little ohmic heating.
The assumption of a mean position rc for the origin of these sound waves is less
obvious, but a comparison between the D boundary pressure of the FF (PD) and
liner-driven case (PDC) for 200 ns < t < 400 ns shows that this denition does
indeed give good results. The justication of this approximation is also conrmed
by the snapshots of D's density in Fig. 4.4(b), which show a good match between
the FF and the liner-driven case up to 450 ns. However, at around 400 ns the
current has diused to the inner liner wall (see Fig. 4.5(a)) and melts the liner
entirely at t  480 ns. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1 this equalizes the resistivity
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Figure 4.5: (a) t = 415 ns: D density proles by liner-driven compression (blue)
match with the FF simulation (dashed magenta). The current (red) resistively
diused to the inner liner wall. (b) t = 490 ns: the D density prole in the liner-
driven compression shows a small decrease compared to the FF compression. The
mean position of the current is shifted towards the outer liner wall. Metallization
of D causes a drop in resistivity and current ow on axis.
across the liner, and due to the further increase in current causes a second resistive
diusion wave starting at the outer liner wall, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). This results
in an increase of rc rD before resistive diusion becomes dominant again. During
these rapid changes in the distribution of the current density, the assumption of
a magnetic piston pushing at rc is not sucient for accurately recreating PD, and
PDC becomes smaller than PD. In Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.5(b) we see that this
decreases the density of the outgoing shock compared to the FF simulation by
around 7 %.
4.3.2 Peak compression
For t > 500 ns, when the outgoing shock wave reaches the FF, PDC becomes larger
than PD due to the higher inertia of the liner compared to the FF. Although the
D ll becomes metallic during stagnation according to the Lee-More-Desjarlais
model used in the simulation [50], Be remains more conductive. Therefore, higher
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Figure 4.6: D density (blue), Be density (green), temperature (red). (a) LDQIC
10.8 MA design: At peak compression the D is fairly uniform with densities
ranging from 10,000 kg/m3 on axis to 12,500 kg/m3 at the liner wall. A central
warm region is created, as is also present in the FF simulation. The dashed lines
give a snapshot at 5 ns after peak compression when a uniform pressure across
the D is established. (b) Same target driven by a sine-squared pulse (Equ. 4.8):
Due to an early shock launched into the D, much less isochoric and isothermal
conditions are obtained in the D at peak compression.
current densities and subsequently magnetic pressures are present in the liner,
which also contributes to PDC>PD after peak current was reached.
These deviations from the FF simulation late on, together with our choice of a
low aspect ratio D shell, which, as discussed in Sec. 3.3, leads to a strengthening
of the initial shock as it approaches the inner surface of the D ll, lead to the
formation of a small warmer low-density region around the axis of 10,000 kg/m3
at T  15 eV at peak compression, which is shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The D sur-
rounding this warm region is almost isochoric at densities of 12,500 kg/m3 with
temperatures ranging between 1 and 3.5 eV. The shape of the adiabat is best seen
5 ns after peak compression, when a uniform pressure of 13 TPa is established,
shown with dashed lines in Fig. 4.6(a). We note that the D ll at peak com-
pression is much more uniform compared to the assembly shown in Fig. 4.6(b),
which is obtained by imploding the same target by a sine-squared shaped current
waveform that creates similar peak pressures but at much higher temperature.
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Figure 4.7: Density and tem-
perature proles for the 5.1
MA design at peak compres-
sion: Apart from a small warm
region around the axis at a
temperature of 8 eV the D is
fairly uniform with densities
ranging from 2,950 kg/m3 to
3,150 kg/m3 at peak compres-
sion. 20 ns later the D den-
sity has attened out further
(dashed lines).
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4.4 A 5.1 MA design for liner-driven isentropic
compression of D
Although a great variety of theoretical descriptions of dense H and D exist, most
predict insulator-metal coexistence on the principal isentrope of the respective
isotope at pressures .1 TPa [3]. This opens the possibility of testing several of
these theories, and potentially recreating metallic H/D on a signicantly smaller
machine than required for the shot discussed in the previous section. We present
a design for LDQIC of solid cryogenic D for a current waveform Io(t) reaching a
peak current of 5.1 MA.
The QEOS of D returns a pressure of 1 TPa on the principal isentrope at a
density of 3,000 kg/m3. This relatively low density compared to peak densities
in the 10.8 MA design of the previous section reduces the required convergence
ratio from 10 to around 5. The outer radius of the D sample was kept at 2.7
mm, and also the same Be liner aspect ratio of 6, as for the 10.8 MA design,
was used. Since the smaller peak convergence results in a atter rise in PD,
the diculty of matching the boundary pressure history from the FF simulation
through shaping of the drive current is alleviated. Therefore, as described in Sec.
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Figure 4.8: The 5.1 MA design: (a) The evolution of PD, the pressure at the
boundary of the real ow during the FF simulation (blue), in comparison with
PDC, the resulting pressure at the boundary of the D through liner-driven quasi-
isentropic compression (green). (b) The shaped current Io for the 5.1 MA design
(green), which features a prepulse for t < 0 giving a smooth transition into the
current waveform for t 0.
3.3.1, suciently accurate timing of the sound waves launched into the liner is
achieved more easily and this allowed an increase of the aspect ratio of the D shell
to AS=3. This increase in AS resulted in less strengthening of the initial shock
driven into the sample until its break-out at the inner surface, and subsequently
lead to a reduction of the size of the warmer region around the axis compared to
the 10.8 MA design, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7.
The pressure history for quasi-isentropically driving this adapted D shell (PD)
is shown in Fig. 4.8(a), and was again obtained through the FF method, which is
described in Sec. 3.3. The required drive current Io in Fig. 4.8(b) was determined
from the model introduced in Sec. 4.1. The comparison between PD and PDC
in Fig. 4.8(a) shows that a good match is achieved between the two, and even
indicates a slight improvement compared to the 10.8 MA design (see Fig. 4.4(a))
after arrival of the rarefaction wave at the outer surface of the sample for t>400
ns. The drive current Io in Fig. 4.8(b) has a total rise time of around 750 ns, a
maximum rate of increase of 30 kA/ns and peaks at 5.1 MA. From the simulation
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Figure 4.9: Mass-averaged
isentropes of the D during
its expansion after peak
compression. We compare
the isentropes obtained
through liner-driven com-
pression by applying the
currents: Io (shaped cur-
rent/5.1 MA, blue), Io
(shaped current/10.8 MA,
green), Io RZ (perturbed
simulation in RZ geome-
try, green/dotted), and Is
(sine squared pulse, red)
with the Saturn isentrope
(orange/dashed).
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a required peak voltage of 30 kV and a total electromagnetic energy of 12 kJ
delivered to the load were determined for a liner with an axial length of 5 mm.
Compared to the requirements of the 10.8 MA design on the specications of the
pulsed power generator, these parameters are in line with more of the facilities in
operation today.
4.5 Adiabats obtained through LDQIC
Since D's ohmic heating and radiation loss are negligible, we expect the D ll to
remain on an approximate isentrope during its expansion after peak compression.
We calculated mass-averaged isentropes during that phase over the full volume
of the D, where the warmer region around the axis, did not signicantly increase
the mass-averaged entropy, due to its small volume. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the
mass-averaged isentrope obtained through the shaped current Io (green), is well
below the Saturn isentrope (orange, determined from QEOS matching data by
Hubbard et al. at 1 TPa [6]). The 5.1 MA design with the determined drive
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current Io discussed in Sec. 4.4 achieves even lower entropies, since the shock,
which initiates the ow reversal, is much weaker in this case.
A regular sine-squared pulse of the form Is(t) = Ip sin
2(t=(2tp)), requires a
peak current of Ip = 11 MA and a rise time of tp = 350 ns in order to achieve
around the same stagnation pressure as the shaped current. However, it raises D's
mass-averaged isentrope (red, Fig. 4.9) signicantly above the Saturn isentrope
and also results in less uniform conditions at peak compression as shown in Fig.
4.6(b).
4.6 Comparison of LDQIC to previous studies
In section 1.2 we briey reviewed cylindrically and spherically convergent high-
explosive (HE) driven ICEs [20, 21]. The latter work provides simulation results
matching the experiments, which show that apart from a warmer region in the
center fairly uniform D was assembled at peak compression.
A comparison of this data to our 10.8 MA LDQIC design in Fig. 4.10(a) shows
that the relative variations in density and temperature are of similar magnitude
in both cases. The HE driven experiment achieved this uniformity by imploding
multiple shells of iron surrounding a central cavity lled with D gas at a density of
20 kg/m3. Detonation of the explosive charge caused reverberating waves between
the dierent layers that launched a series of shocks into the gas ll. This and
the comparably long implosion time of over 6 s from emergence of the rst
shock into the D alleviated shock heating. However, the D is initially at room
temperature, which consequently results in a much higher entropy state above the
Saturn isentrope at peak compression, as is shown in Fig. 4.11 (blue triangle).
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the uniformity of the nal assembly may be improved
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Figure 4.10: Radial distributions of density and temperature from simulations
that match spherically convergent HE driven experiments [21] are compared to
our results for (a) the 10.8 MA design and (b) the 5.1 MA design.
in LDQIC by increasing the initial aspect ratio of the D shell if shaping of the
current pulse is suciently accurate. This is exemplied by the 5.1 MA design
that reaches a signicantly more uniform state than the HE driven experiments,
as the comparison in Fig. 4.10(b) demonstrates.
As for the HE driven experiments a computer simulation matching the implo-
sion trajectory of the inner liner wall could be used for estimating the pressure
in the D. Using various material models for D and iron the authors obtained a
relative uncertainty of 7 % in the average pressure across the D ll [21]. An adap-
tation of this method to cylindrically convergent geometry found indications of a
plasma phase transition in D [20].
In Fig. 4.11 peak pressures and temperatures accessed in various experiments
are compared to LDQIC on a model phase diagram of D (blue dashed and solid
lines), which for simplicity is assumed identical to a model phase diagram of H
[6]. We see that the HE driven compression experiments in cylindrical geometry
[20] (green circles) access states of lower entropy than yer plate driven shock
compression [18] (red crosses) and gas gun shock compression [75] (orange square).
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of
various studies performed on D
shown on a model phase di-
agram [6]: yer plate driven
shock compression [18] (red
crosses), two-stage gas gun ex-
periments [75] (orange square),
cylindrically convergent HE
driven experiments [20] (green
circles), spherically convergent
HE driven experiments [21]
(blue triangle), LDQIC (purple
stars).
Also the spherically convergent HE driven scheme accesses states close to the
Saturn isentrope [21] (blue triangle). LDQIC, which compresses D from an initially
cryogenic state at much lower entropy than the HE driven experiments, could
access states well below the Saturn isentrope. These states even come close to
a region where the thermal de Broglie wavelength (th = h=
p
3mDeT ) of the D
nucleons equals the average interatomic spacing (d). The additional quantum
mechanical eects expected in this region could provide a challenge for existing
quantum statistical methods. For instance, modelling of these states with ab initio
molecular dynamics methods breaks down, since these treat nucleons as classic
particles [2].
Chapter 5
MRT growth for liner-driven
quasi-isentropic compression
In Ch.'s 3 and 4 we investigated a 1D model of LDQIC, which is valid for an
axially and azimuthally symmetric system. However, as outlined in Sec. 1.3, liner
implosions are susceptible to the MRT instability due to inevitable imperfections
of metal surfaces. MRT structures growing at the outer surface of the liner feed
through to the D/Be interface and potentially deteriorate the uniformity of the D
ll to a point where no meaningful measurement is possible at peak compression.
This motivated our computational study of the impact of MRT growth on LDQIC,
whose results are organized as follows: In Sec. 5.1 we benchmark our simulations
to MRT growth measurements on MagLIF liners and show results of an MRT
study of LDQIC for the 10.8 MA and the 5.1 MA design in Sec. 5.2. A discussion of
instability growth after peak compression, and a comparison between the stability
of LDQIC and the implosion of a gas-lled target are presented in Sec. 5.3, before
we summarize the results of this chapter in Sec. 5.4.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Radiography of an empty imploding Be liner with an initial inner
radius of 2.89 mm and an aspect ratio of 6 at 156 ns and 167 ns by McBride et
al. [32]. In this shot series the peak current of around 22 MA was reached after
around 130 ns (b) Synthetic radiographs of this liner calculated from a Gorgon
simulation in RZ geometry using a spatial resolution of 1.5 m radially and 20
m axially show a reasonably good match with the experimental data.
5.1 Comparison of synthetic radiographs with
experiments
In order to get condence in our prediction of MRT growth in LDQIC implosions,
we aim to reproduce MRT growth measured in implosions of Be liners on the Z
machine. These liners were empty, had an inner radius of 2.89 mm, which is 0.19
mm larger than the liner we investigated for LDQIC in Ch. 4, but had the same
aspect ratio of 6. They were driven by a pulse peaking at around 22 MA after
130 ns and stagnated after 170 ns. Radiographic images of these liners are shown
in Fig. 5.1(a) at 156 and 165 ns [32, 33].
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In an attempt to model this experiment, the liner was initialized in an az-
imuthally symmetric Gorgon simulation in cylindrical (RZ) geometry. We re-
frained from computationally expensive three-dimensional (3D) simulations, since,
as described in Sec. 1.3, azimuthal perturbations of the liner/vacuum interface
are stabilized by magnetic tension, contrary to perturbations in axial direction,
which are most detrimental to the stability of liner implosions.
Similar to LASNEX simulations in RZ geometry [33], the following perturba-
tion to the outer surface of the liner yielded the best match to the experimental
results: Wavelengths shorter than 200 m were ltered from a white noise signal,
and cells adjacent to the outer surface of the liner were then lled with solid Be
according to this spectrum. Excluding wavelengths shorter than 200 m was nec-
essary, since azimuthal correlation of MRT structures in RZ geometry tends to
enhance MRT growth [32]. The MRT stable inner surface of the liner was kept
unperturbed.
Since the Be density eld at various azimuthal angles and radii contributes to
the absorption of any particular ray of light passing through the liner, the radio-
graphs in Fig. 5.1(a) may give a picture of the MRT structure that is signicantly
dierent from slices in the RZ plane of a simulation volume, which contain infor-
mation about single points in space. Therefore, synthetic radiographs were cal-
culated from the simulation output by the following post-processing steps: First,
the Be density was Abel transformed:
arealBe (x; z) = 2
Z 1
x
Be(r; z)rdrp
r2   x2 ; (5.1)
which gives an areal density map. The predicted transmission T (x; z) of monochro-
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matic light through the liner was then obtained through the Beer-Lambert law:
T (x; z) = exp
  arealBe (x; z) ; (5.2)
where  = 2:24 10 4 m2/kg is the opacity of Be at a photon energy of 6151 eV
[76], as produced by the backlighting source in the reference experiment [32].
The radial resolution of the Gorgon simulations, which coincides with the initial
amplitude of the perturbation that has a width of one cell, was varied until the
resulting synthetic radiographs (Fig. 5.1(b)) showed good agreement with MRT
growth measurements in the reference experiment (Fig. 5.1(a)). The white spots
close to the cylinder axis visible in the radiographic data from the experiment
at 156 ns are not reproduced by our computations, since these arise due to self-
emission of Be. However, this feature is of lesser importance for evaluating MRT
growth.
5.2 MRT study for liner-driven quasi-isentropic
compression
In this section we study MRT growth in LDQIC of D by retaining the geometry,
spatial resolution, and surface perturbation of the simulation model presented in
Sec. 5.1, which was tuned to match a reference experiment that used current
pulses signicantly dierent from pulses for LDQIC [32]. We briey discuss the
limitations of this approach for evaluating MRT growth in Be liner implosions for
LDQIC.
From MRT instability theory we might expect that the evolution of MRT struc-
tures in the reference experiment and in LDQIC is similar for t200 ns. Although
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the higher and shorter drive current used in the former leads to a faster radial
acceleration of the Be/vacuum interface (ar), and thereby larger MRT growth rate
for axial perturbations (z =
p
arkz, from Equ. 1.5), the amplitude of a particular
mode in the linear regime depends on the distance travelled by the MRT interface
from its initial position (R) only:
A=A0 = exp (zt) = exp
p
arkz t

= exp
p
2Rkz

; (5.3)
where the relation R = art
2=2 used for the last transformation assumes ar =
constant. Therefore, Equ. 5.3 holds early on when only fast growing, shorter
wavelength modes are present. These modes saturate relatively quickly and grow
during a nearly constant acceleration of the interface until they reach the non-
linear regime.
However, experiments on Al liners indicated that electrothermal instability
growth can act as a seed to subsequent MRT growth [69], and HYDRA simula-
tions found a negative correlation between the signicance of this seeding mech-
anism and the rate of increase in drive current at the start of the implosion [70].
According to these studies the relatively slow rise in drive current required for
LDQIC could potentially exacerbate instability growth compared to the current
waveform of the reference experiment.
However, the signicance of the electrothermal seeding mechanism remains un-
clear, since pulses for LDQIC prevent shock heating of the liner, and consequently
lead to a retention of material strength of Be, which inhibits growth of shorter
wavelength modes at the beginning of the implosion [68]. In this respect our
MHD model of LDQIC represents a worst case scenario, since neglecting material
strength leads to an overestimation of MRT growth. However, our simulations
do not have the sub-micron resolution potentially required for resolving the elec-
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Figure 5.2: The position of
the outer surface of the D rD
(blue), the mean position of
the current rc (red), and the
time ts (red) it takes sound
waves originating at rc to
reach the inner liner wall.
Dashed lines show axially
averaged quantities from the
perturbed simulation in RZ
geometry.
trothermal instability.
We note that other models employed in our simulations, such as EOSs, or
transport coecients, may also lead to quantitative errors in the prediction of
instability growth in LDQIC, and focus on qualitative dierences of 1D simulations
assuming an unperturbed target, and 2D simulations of perturbed targets in RZ
geometry.
In Sec. 4.1 we introduced the mean position of the current (rc), which was
assumed to be the approximate origin of sound waves launched into the liner.
In order to justify the use of rc in the calculation of the drive current when the
liner/vacuum interface is MRT unstable, axial averages of this quantity rc(t) from
the perturbed and unperturbed simulation are compared in Fig. 5.2.
We nd that the presence of MRT ngers at the outer surface of the liner does
not signicantly alter the mean position of the current. Early on the perturbations
are too weak to have an eect, and later on the current has diused to the metallic
and more conductive inner liner wall where it is unaected by MRT structures in
the hot surface plasma. The largest deviation from the 1D result is 250 m and
occurs at t495 ns when MRT growth progressed close to the inner liner wall.
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Figure 5.3: Fourier power
spectrum of the Be den-
sity up to peak compression.
Non-linear mode coupling
leads to a cascade of insta-
bility growth to larger wave-
lengths. Growth of selected
modes having a wavelength
comparable to the length of
the liner is inhibited.
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Analytical studies of liner implosions found that in the limit of ideal MHD the
growth rate of modes that are fed through from the outer liner wall to the inner
liner wall is proportional to exp(2d=), where d is the liner thickness, and  is
the mode wavelength [77]. Since the initial liner thickness is 500 m, linear
growth of the initial perturbation, which consists of modes of 200 m, cannot
aect the uniformity of the D ll.
However, non-linear coupling between modes of  < 500 m enhances growth
of modes of larger wavelength as evidenced by the evolution of the Fourier power
spectrum of the Be density in Fig. 5.3. At t  420 ns modes of  > 500 m
signicantly perturb the D/Be interface. This gure also shows that 5 ns after
the start of the implosion at t= 295 ns, the numerical solver seeded modes of
 < 200 m, which contribute signicantly to growth of modes of   200 m
before stagnation.
The density map in Fig. 5.4(a) shows that MRT feed-through led to a per-
turbed D/Be interface (black line) with a dominant mode of =1.5 mm at peak
compression. However, the D ll remains fairly uniform, showing variations in
density between 8,000 and 10,800 kg/m3, despite a very pronounced MRT insta-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: 10.8 MA design: (a) The density map shows that the D inside the
D/Be interface (black) is remarkably unaected by MRT structures in the Be at
peak compression. (b) The temperature map shows that the bulk of the D ll
remains cold at around 1 eV compared to the ohmically heated Be and features
only a small warm region around the axis.
bility at the outer liner wall. From the temperature map in Fig. 5.4(b) we infer
that most of the D remains cold at around 1 eV apart from a smaller warm region
around the axis, which is also present in the 1D simulation. The ohmically heated
Be is much hotter at around 10 eV. Neither the MRT bubbles in the liner nor
the warmer region around the axis mix with the dense D. Due to the weak MRT
feed-through over the course of the implosion, the axially averaged position of
the D/Be interface rD(t) in the perturbed simulation, shown with dashed lines in
Fig. 5.2, is nearly unchanged from the 1D result, and demonstrates only a small
decrease in the peak convergence ratio.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: 5.1 MA design: (a) The density map shows that the MRT structures
at the outer surface of the Be liner have a negligible eect on the D inside the
D/Be interface (black). (b) The temperature map demonstrates that the D ll
remains cold compared to the ohmically heated Be and features only a very small
warmer region around the axis similar to the 1D result in Fig. 4.7.
5.2.1 Stability of the 5.1 MA design
A design for LDQIC of D requiring a peak current of 5.1 MA was presented in Sec.
4.4. It achieves a convergence ratio of 5, which is around one half the convergence
ratio of the 10.8 MA design. This results in a shorter distance travelled by the
MRT interface up to peak compression and consequently makes the implosion less
susceptible to the MRT instability.
The improved stability is seen in the density map in Fig. 5.5(a), which shows
a D ll of high axial symmetry that is nearly unaected by MRT growth at the
outer surface of the Be. Similarly, the temperature of the D in Fig. 5.5(b) is
highly uniform. The axially averaged quantities: rc(t), and rD(t) do not deviate
signicantly from the unperturbed simulation.
Due to the good stability of this implosion, a reduction in liner thickness would
largely preserve the uniformity of the D. It would reduce the mass of the liner,
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and lower total drive energy, due to the smaller liner kinetic energy required for
reaching the same level of compression of the D. A reduction in liner thickness
would also lead to a smaller mean position of the current (rc) and therefore to a
lower peak current according to Equ. 4.1. However, a smaller liner mass would
lead to lower areal density of the liner and reduced connement time of the D ll,
which might complicate measurements on the sample.
Higher pressures for the same peak current were accessible by increasing the
convergence ratio, which could be achieved by reducing the initial radius of the
liner. In this case Equ. 4.1 returns a higher magnetic pressure for the same
current, but at a smaller radius. Since the presented design shows good stability
and according to the Lee-More-Desjarlais model compresses D well beyond the
insulator-metal coexistence curve [50], the initial inner radius was kept at 2.7
mm.
5.3 Instability growth during ow reversal
In this section we discuss the evolution of the LDQIC experiment after peak
compression when the D ll and the liner expand. Since the 5.1 MA design shows
only little deviation from the 1D result during that phase, we focus on the 10.8
MA design if not mentioned otherwise.
The MRT structures in the Be cause axial variations in the strength and timing
of the ow reversing shock, which results in a small increase in the mean entropy
at peak compression as shown in Fig. 4.9.
After peak compression around 80 % of the current ows through the plasma at
the outer surface of the liner in the unperturbed simulation. In the perturbed case
MRT troughs eectively reduce the cross-sectional area of the surface plasma and
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Figure 5.6: Colour map of
the azimuthally integrated z-
component of the current den-
sity (j0z(r; z)) dened in Equ. 5.4.
Most of the current ows through
the surface plasma at the outer
liner wall. MRT troughs in the
plasma raise the electrical resis-
tance of this region, which leads
to an increase in current ow
through the metallic D inside the
inner liner wall (black line).
thereby increase its electrical resistance. The D ll shows higher axial symmetry
resulting in a much smaller increase in electrical resistance.
These deviations from the 1D case raise the current ow in the metallic D to
30-40 % of the total current, which was inferred from the colour map of the
azimuthally integrated z-component of the current density:
j0z(r; z) =
Z 2
0
jz(r; ; z) = 2rjz(r; z) ; (5.4)
which is shown in Fig. 5.6. The nearly doubled current ow in the sample com-
pared to the 1D case results in an up to vefold increase in the Ohmic heating rate.
This is reected by the mass-averaged adiabat in Fig. 4.9. Although remaining
below the Saturn isentrope, it shows a small but steady increase in entropy during
the expansion of the D. The mass-averaged adiabat of the D ll in the 5.1 MA
design showed no signicant deviation from the 1D case due to the high symmetry
of the implosion.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Density maps 25 ns after peak compression (a) The density of the
isentropically compressed D inside the inner liner wall (black) becomes more uni-
form due to the inertial connement by the liner. (b) RT growth at the D/Be
interface of a gas-lled liner prevents a stable deceleration of the liner and uniform
expansion of the D gas.
The density map in Fig. 5.7(a) at t=850 ns shows increasing uniformity of the
D ll after peak compression. This is due to the inertial connement provided by
the liner, which allows sound waves to travel around 3.5 times the radius of the
D cylinder during its expansion.
During the deceleration of the liner the D ll is pushing against the denser Be,
which initiates growth of the hydrodynamic RT instability at the D/Be interface.
This is reected by the evolution of the Fourier power spectrum of the D den-
sity during the deceleration of the liner in Fig. 5.8(a). Faster growth of short
wavelength modes in comparison to larger wavelength modes is in line with linear
theory, which gives an RT growth rate of:
RT =
p
2Atar= ; (5.5)
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Figure 5.8: Fourier power spectra of the D density during ow reversal. (a) The
feed through of MRT growth to the D/Be interface is most ecient for modes of
large wavelength, which leads to a dominance these modes at t=515 ns. During
the subsequent deceleration of the liner, shorter wavelength modes grow rapidly
at the RT unstable D/Be interface. (b) Hydrodynamic RT growth is even more
severe in the gas-lled target, where shorter wavelength modes are almost as
pronounced as larger wavelength modes at t=555 ns.
where RT is proportional to 1=
p
. The Atwood number introduced in Equ. 5.5
is dened as: At = (Be   D)=(Be + D). The mean At for the 10.8 MA design
is around 0.2 after peak compression and from Fig. 5.7(a) we infer that this is
sucient for maintaining a smooth D/Be interface during ow reversal.
We conrmed this stabilizing eect of a small At on the deceleration of the
Be liner by comparing it to a liner lled with D gas of density 10 kg/m3. In a
simulation this liner was imploded by applying the same current pulse and slow
preheating of the gas to 15 eV resulted in the same peak convergence ratio as for
the quasi-isentropically compressed liquid D. When the perturbation described in
Sec. 5.1 was applied, MRT structures similar to the liquid D case developed on
the outer surface of the liner.
The Fourier power spectra in Fig. 5.8(b) show that growth of short wavelength
modes in comparison to larger wavelength modes during the deceleration of the
liner is even more pronounced in the gas-lled liner. This is due to the lower
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density of the D gas compared to the isentropically compressed liquid D and
subsequently larger mean At of around 0.8 that leads to faster RT growth during
ow reversal. This prevents a stable deceleration of the liner as evident from the
density map in Fig. 5.7(b).
Most detrimental to the stability of the gas-lled liner is growth of the =3:5
mm mode. The boundaries of the simulation that has an axial length of 3.5 mm
lead to a bias towards this mode. Due to the requirements on the voltage, the
length of the liner will not exceed 5 mm in an experiment, which is going to favour
modes of this wavelength.
Fig. 5.9(a) shows a logarithmic plot of the growth of the amplitude of the
=3:5 mm mode and a plot of the acceleration of the interface determined from
the unperturbed simulation during ow reversal. A linear t during the peak
acceleration of the interface, when the amplitude is still small compared to the
wavelength, returned a growth rate of 0.067 ns 1, which is in reasonable agreement
to the expected growth rate from linear hydrodynamic RT theory (Equ. 5.5) of
0.048 ns 1 for a mean acceleration of 1.6 m/ns2, and a mean At of 0.8. In Fig.
5.9(b) the same analysis is done for LDQIC, which gives a growth rate of 0.049
ns 1. This is again in good agreement with the expected growth rate from linear
hydrodynamic RT theory of 0.031 ns 1 for a mean acceleration of 2.6 m/ns2 and
a mean At of 0.2.
The weaker stability of the gas-lled liner continues into the non-linear regime,
where the amplitude of the =3:5 mm grows at a constant rate of 20.5 m/ns.
Since the acceleration of the interface tends to zero after peak compression, growth
of this mode is not proportional to t2 as commonly observed in hydrodynamic RT
experiments with constant acceleration. In case of LDQIC the amplitude of the
same mode grows at a constant rate of 9.5 m/ns. This factor two decrease in
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Figure 5.9: Hydrodynamic RT growth of the  = 3:6 mm mode of the D/Be
interface for the LDQIC target and the gas-lled target. A linear t of amplitude
growth following peak compression returns rates of 9.5 m/ns and 20.5 m/ns
respectively.
the rate of instability growth of the = 3:5 mm mode in the non-linear regime
contributes most to the much higher uniformity of LDQIC of liquid D compared
to the compression of D gas.
5.4 Summary
We conclude that the LDQIC of cyrogenic D inside a Be liner is insensitive to
MRT growth in the Be, since only wavelengths comparable to the liner thickness
feed through to the D/Be interface up to stagnation. Even for the less stable
10.8 MA design the MRT structures at the outer liner wall do not aect the
compression of the D signicantly for t < 500 ns. The axially-averaged position
of the D/Be interface rD(t), and the axially-averaged mean position of the current
rc(t) are almost unchanged compared to the unperturbed result and a smooth
D/Be interface is maintained.
During stagnation and ow reversal the high density of the D leads to a low
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Atwood number at the D/Be interface, and in comparison to the implosion of a
gas-lled liner enables a much more stable deceleration of the liner. However, we
note that this has no direct implications to gas-lled MagLIF liners, since those
are imploded on a much shorter time scale. We found only a small reduction in
the peak convergence ratio and a small rise in the entropy of the D ll at peak
compression and during the subsequent expansion compared to the 1D simulation.
The isentropic compression of the D shell in the 5.1 MA design shows almost
perfect axial symmetry and deviations between the axially-averaged adiabats of
the perturbed and unperturbed case were negligible.
Chapter 6
Isentropic compression for the
MagLIF scheme
In this chapter we present the application of isentropic compression to the Mag-
netized Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF) scheme that was outlined in Sec. 2.5. A
MagLIF shot aims to heat the DT gas inside the liner to fusion temperatures
through geometric convergence, shock heating, and inhibition of thermal conduc-
tion by an externally applied axial magnetic eld. Therefore, keeping the DT gas
cold through isentropic compression is not desired. Instead, we show the determi-
nation of a current pulse for isentropic compression of the Be liner that inertially
connes the DT gas. This is distinct from the isentropic compression of a D shell
inside a Be liner studied in Ch. 3-5.
The isentropic compression technique of this chapter is more similar to the
shockless implosion of empty liners that have gained considerable interest for
determining isentropes of the liner material itself [27]. For instance, they have
signicantly increased measured peak pressures on the principal isentrope of Be
compared to planar experiments [22].
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Keeping the liner on a low adiabat could improve a few aspects of a MagLIF
shot:
1.) it makes the implosion more ecient, since shock heating of the liner is
avoided, which could increase its kinetic energy.
2.) it increases the liner's areal density (BeRBe) at peak compression, which
improves the burn fraction of the DT fuel as demonstrated by Equ. 1.1.
3.) Currents of longer rise time are more ecient, since less pulse compression,
which trades power amplication for total energy delivered, is required. This
would make future pulsed power machines less expensive, due to the lowered
peak voltage.
4.) for most of the implosion it keeps the inner surface of the liner in a solid state,
where Be retains material strength [27]. This could improve the stability of
the implosion by decreasing the MRT feed-through rate and also reduce mix
of Be with the fusion fuel and thereby decrease radiative losses.
In order to determine the viability of isentropically driving a MagLIF liner
we will present how the ctitious ow (FF) method that was used in Sec. 4.1
to determine a pulse for LDQIC is applied to MagLIF in Sec. 6.1. This pulse
shape is improved in Sec. 6.2 before we make a comparison between isentropically
compressed liners and shock compressed liners in Sec. 6.3. Potential advantages
of the shaped pulse are discussed in Sec. 6.4.
6.1 The ctitious ow method for a magnetized
and preheated target
As proposed by the MagLIF point design, which is summarized in Tab. 6.1, a
peak Cr of 21 is required to achieve ecient thermonuclear burn for a preheat
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Inner radius of the Be liner 2.7 mm
Length of the Be liner 5 mm
Aspect ratio of the Be liner 6
Initial fuel density (DT) 3 kg/m
3
Preheat temperature 250 eV
Initial axial magnetic eld (Bz) 30 T
Peak Convergence ratio (Cr) 21
Table 6.1: The MagLIF point design [34]
temperature of 250 eV and an initial axial magnetic eld of 30 T [34]. Initiating
the desired ramp wave in a Be liner that is compressed to convergence ratios
greater than 2 requires a more sophisticated calculation of the pulse shape than
is typically done for planar ICE [22]. Therefore, we have applied the FF method
that was used in Sec. 3.3 to isentropically compress a D shell inside a Be liner to
the Be liner itself.
Similar to the determination of a pressure history at the outer surface of a D
shell in Sec. 3.3, a FF was set up on the outside of a Be liner in a 1D cylindri-
cally convergent Gorgon simulation at a spatial resolution of 3 m. The initial
conditions of the liner, the DT gas inside, and the axial magnetic eld (Bz) that
extends over the whole volume of the simulation were set in accordance to the
MagLIF point design in Tab. 6.1. The ramp wave that was initialised in the FF
was obtained in the same manner as for LDQIC, which was presented in Sec. 3.1.
5 ns after the inner liner wall was in motion the energy of the fuel was raised
at a constant rate for 10 ns to 250 eV. This additional source term (LL) mimicked
the laser preheat and had a radial dependence of:
LL(r) = 3 1019 e(r=0:8 mm)2 W/m3 ; (6.1)
The magnetosonic wave shown in Fig. 6.1 at r  1 mm was launched by the
preheat and reverberated inside the liner. The snapshot in Fig. 6.1 that was taken
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Figure 6.1: Snapshot of
the FF simulation 40 ns
after the inner liner wall
began to move. The Be
liner (blue) is isentropi-
cally compressed by the
FF ow (green). The fuel
density (orange) shows a
magnetosonic wave that
was launched by the laser
preheat. The Bz-eld
(magenta) is almost frozen
into the ow.
15 ns after the preheat had nished also shows that, due to the high conductivity
of solid Be and DT plasma, the magnetic eld is almost frozen into the ow.
As for LDQIC the required current to reproduce the FF compression (IFF) in
Fig. 6.2 was obtained by recording the pressure (PBe) at the liner/FF interface
and by evaluating the expression for a magnetic piston, IFF = rBe
p
8PBe=0,
where rBe is the radial position of the outer surface of the liner. The steeper rise
in current at t  90 ns was caused by the arrival of a shock at the outer surface
of the liner that was launched by the laser preheat.
6.2 A pulse shape for isentropically-driven MagLIF
In Sec. 6.1 the current (IFF) required for isentropically driving a MagLIF liner was
determined by setting up a FF at the outside of the liner and recording the pressure
at the Be/FF interface. We proceeded by replacing the FF compression with the
current drive (IFF) in a second simulation. In contrast to the derivation of a pulse
shape for LDQIC in Sec. 4.1 resistive diusion was omitted in the determination
of the pulse shape, since in comparison to LDQIC the skin depth was much shorter
on the time scale of MagLIF implosions. Therefore, adjusting the steepness of the
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ctitious ramp wave was sucient for reducing shock formation to a very weak
shock that only lead to a small rise in entropy.
Although isentropic drive MagLIF (idMagLIF) achieved a signicant increase
in BeRBe at peak compression, fusion yield was reduced by an order of mag-
nitude compared to regular MagLIF. Due to the longer rise time of the pulse
for idMagLIF, less electromagnetic energy was converted to kinetic energy before
stagnation, which lead to a decrease in the peak velocity of the D/Be interface.
This caused a reduction in the temperature of the fuel, since, as outlined in Sec.
2.5, the post-shock temperature of the fuel is proportional to the pusher velocity
(up) squared if losses through thermal conduction and radiation are neglected.
Although estimates of the radiation loss rate in Equ. 2.42 and the thermal con-
duction loss rate in Equ. 2.40 are independent of up, the total energy loss through
these processes until ignition is proportional to the time it takes to achieve igni-
tion, which is inversely proportional up. Therefore, a rapid implosion is required
to achieve a high rate of compressional heating and to overcome losses through
thermal conduction and radiation [35].
In order to achieve the same implosion velocity as the sine-squared pulse for
regular MagLIF (Isin(t) = 26:5 MA sin
2 (t=200 ns)) and at the same time pre-
serve isentropic compression early on, the current pulse (IID) in Fig. 6.2 was
constructed empirically. Through trial and error a fth order polynomial was t-
ted to match IFF up to t = 70 ns and extrapolated to a peak current of 26.5 MA.
In order to exactly match the convergence ratio of Isin we increased the rise time
of IID to 110 ns by scaling the time. For t > 110 ns we adopted a sine-squared
shape, which is commonly seen on pulsed power generators, to IID that drops to
zero at t = 220 ns. Since gain is roughly proportional to Cr
0:4 and Cr is limited
by MRT growth [35], preserving the convergence ratio of the regular MagLIF shot
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Figure 6.2: Pulse shape
determined by the FF sim-
ulation (green), regular
sine-squared shape used
in the MagLIF point de-
sign (red), and the pulse
shape for isentropic drive
MagLIF (blue). Reg-
ular MagLIF shot de-
livers a slightly higher
peak power to the tar-
get (magenta) than isen-
tropic drive MagLIF (or-
ange). The total electro-
magnetic energy delivered
is 22 % less for the shaped
pulse.
is essential for making a fair comparison, which we present in Sec. 6.3.
6.3 A comparison between regular and isentropic
drive MagLIF
For regular MagLIF the adiabat of the liner is raised by the shock shown in Fig.
6.3(a) that arises due to the high dIsin=dt from t =30 ns to t =60 ns. IID avoids
this shock and keeps the liner on a lower adiabat, which increases the compression
of the liner compared to Isin. At t = 90 ns a weak shock is also introduced for
idMagLIF, since from this point IID signicantly deviates from IFF. Nevertheless,
we inferred an 8 % increase in BeRBe at peak compression from Fig. 6.3(b).
Similar to LDQIC, where mass-averaged isentropes of the D ll were determined
in Sec. 4.5, we calculated mass-averaged isentropes of the Be liner. In Fig. 6.4 we
see that for similar stagnation pressures of around 600 TPa the liner reaches a 4
% higher compression in idMagLIF compared to regular MagLIF. If we were able
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Figure 6.3: (a) At Cr = 1:29 the density of the Be liner in the isentropic drive
MagLIF design (blue) is higher than the Be density for regular MagLIF (red),
where an early shock raises the entropy of the Be liner. In both cases the laser
preheat launches shocks into the fuel that reverberate inside the liner. (b) At peak
compression higher Be densities are obtained for isentropic drive MagLIF (blue)
compared to regular MagLIF (red). Fuel densities are similar in both cases.
Figure 6.4: Mass-averaged
entropy of the Be liner
for regular MagLIF (red)
and isentropic drive MagLIF
(blue) in comparison to Be's
principal isentrope (green)
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of tra-
jectories of the D/Be inter-
faces for regular MagLIF (red)
and isentropic drive MagLIF
(blue). The evolution of the
radiation loss rate is similar
in both cases (magenta and
green respectively with dashed
lines).
to compress the Be liner on its principal isentrope we would obtain a 7 % higher
compression than achieved by IID. This however seems unfeasible, since for either
of the pulses ohmic heating alone increases the internal energy of the liner by 25
kJ up to peak compression compared to 2 kJ of heating by the rst shock seen in
regular MagLIF.
We infer from Fig. 6.5 that IID accelerates the D/Be interface to the same peak
velocity as Isin of 90 km/s. This gure also shows that the laser preheat was
delayed in the idMagLIF implosion by around 15 ns, which is around the same
time as the delay in peak convergence compared to regular MagLIF. This was
required in order keep the radiation losses after the preheat at a similar level as in
regular MagLIF. Fig. 6.5 shows that the evolution of the radiation loss rate was
very similar for both implosions after the preheat was nished. The same holds
for losses through thermal conduction, which, however, were less signicant due
to the strong inhibition of thermal conduction by the magnetic eld.
These loss mechanisms prevented ecient burn for MagLIF liners driven by IFF.
The modied pulse for idMagLIF (IID) achieves a similar fuel temperature of 10
keV as regular MagLIF and increases the yield by 5 %, due to the increase in the
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areal density of the liner and consequently longer connement time. Integration
of the power delivered to the load (Fig. 6.2) gave a 14 % reduction in total drive
energy for IID over Isin, which together with the increase in yield makes idMagLIF
22 % more ecient than regular MagLIF.
6.4 Concluding remarks
At the beginning of this chapter we have listed a few potential advantages of
shaping the current pulse to avoid shock heating of the liner. The results of Sec.
6.3 show that:
1.) Although shock heating of the liner is avoided by using an isentropic pulse
early on, the increase in the kinetic energy of the liner at that stage is in-
signicant. For regular MagLIF two shocks raise the speed of sound across
the liner suciently to avoid emergence of strong shocks later on.
2.) The pulse shape determined in Sec. 6.2 increased BeRBe at peak compression
by only 8 %. This resulted in a minor 5 % increase in fusion yield (Y) that
is consistent with the scaling found by Slutz et al.: Y _
p
BeR [35]. Also
the 22 % increase in gain is insignicant for a fusion scheme that requires
gains greater than 50 for economic viability [30].
3.) Isentropic MagLIF does not reduce requirements on the maximum voltage,
since the peak dIID=dt is almost equal to the the peak dIsin=dt. Also the re-
duction in total drive energy in the isentropic case will not lead to signicant
cost savings in the build of future pulsed power generators.
4.) However, the inner surface of the liner remained solid up to a convergence
ratio of 1.8. Since solid Be retains compressive yield strength up to pressures
of the order of GPa [74], this could signicantly reduce MRT feed-through
and reduce mix of Be with the DT fuel. Since MRT growth is a major concern
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for MagLIF and radiative losses due to mix of fuel with high Z materials are
also an issue for other ICF schemes [78], an isentropically driven liner could
present a major advantage.
We summarize the chapter as follows: A pulse shape for isentropically driving a Be
liner in a MagLIF implosion was determined through a FF simulation. This pulse
was then adapted to increase the peak implosion velocity in order to achieve the
same shock heating of the fuel as regular MagLIF, and to overcome losses through
thermal conduction and radiation. Although only a small increase in gain of 22 %
was achieved by using the shaped pulse, the fact that the inner liner wall remained
solid up to a convergence ratio of 1.8 could signicantly inhibit MRT feed-through
and reduce radiative losses by preventing mix of Be with the fusion fuel. Since a
stable implosion and reaching ignition temperatures is paramount to the success
of MagLIF, an isentropically-driven liner could be quite benecial.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis we proposed a novel method for the creation of strongly-coupled
Fermi degenerate plasmas, which are of considerable interest to HEDP. In par-
ticular the properties of dense states of nH in the TPa regime have signicant
implications for Planetary Science and ICF. For instance, models of the planetary
evolution of gas giants rely on knowledge of the high-pressure phase diagram of
H. Large amounts of liquid metallic H are expected in the interior of Jupiter and
Saturn, but their exact composition remains unknown. To the best of our knowl-
edge experiments have only accessed a small subset of relevant condition to date.
Several quantum statistical studies investigated the transition to liquid metallic
H, but show large disagreements. At low temperatures Wigner and Huntington
predicted a transition to solid metallic H as early as 1935, but this has not been
conrmed experimentally.
Knowledge of the properties of degenerate states of the hydrogen isotopes D
and T is of considerable importance in ICF. Keeping the fuel on a low adiabat leads
to a higher fuel areal density at peak compression and increases the connement
time. Our literature search did not return data on Fermi degenerate T, and
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experiments on D have only found indications of a phase transition to a metallic
liquid [16, 17, 20], but a conclusive study is pending.
In order to extend our knowledge of strongly-coupled, Fermi degenerate nH
and of dense states of other materials, a LDQIC scheme was presented in Ch. 1.
There, a cylindrically convergent implosion of a metal liner compresses a ll of
sample material up to 100 times the initial density of the sample. The implosion
of the liner is driven by the high current generated by a pulsed power machine.
We showed that shaping of the current pulse avoids shock formation up to the
reversal of the ow and ensures the formation of nearly isochoric sample material
at peak compression.
After reviewing the underlying theory and methods of this work in Ch. 2,
we have presented a numerical solution to a cylindrically convergent Kidder-type
implosion of an ideal gas in Ch. 3. Due to the importance of D to ICF we
focussed on the compression of D lls and constructed an asymptotically self-
similar Kidder-type implosion for a QEOS of D. This solution was then used to
initialise a ramp wave in a FF at the outer boundary of the D. This FF method,
which was originally developed by Clark and Tabak for spherically converging
fast ignition targets, constructed an asymptotically self-similar implosion from an
initially isochoric sample.
A set of equations that determine the current shape for recreating this FF im-
plosion inside a metal liner was derived in Ch. 4. Knowledge of the speed of sound
in the liner and treatment of resistive diusion by evaluating the mean position of
the current during a Gorgon simulation gave control over the compression wave in
the D. Although several eects such as ohmic heating, radiation loss and thermal
conduction caused some deviation from self-similarity, the ramp wave predened
by the FF simulation was closely matched and an almost isochoric assembly at
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peak compression was obtained.
The current waveform driving the implosion peaks at 10.8 MA after 800 ns
and requires a peak voltage of around 480 kV and a total electromagnetic energy
delivered to the load of around 200 kJ for a 5 mm long liner. These parameters
are in line with similar liner experiments on the Z machine at Sandia National
Laboratories [32].
Apart from a small central hot region at 15 eV, the D is kept cold at tempera-
tures between 1 to 3.5 eV at densities around 12,500 kg/m3, which is signicantly
below the Saturn isentrope. Due to the high cylindrical convergence of around
10, peak pressures reach 13 TPa at stagnation. Adaptation of the design pre-
sented could also allow in-ight measurements of D's inner free surface velocity
and thereby determination of D's isentrope up to pressures of the order of 100
GPa [23]. We also studied a variation of the design that uses a peak current of 5.1
MA that could allow the creation of similar states of metallic D at lower pressures
on smaller scale generators.
In Ch. 5 we presented synthetic radiographs of 2D Gorgon simulations that
reproduced MRT growth measurements of MagLIF liners [32]. The perturbation
that we applied to the outer surface of the liner was then used in an MRT growth
study of LDQIC. It was shown that LDQIC is remarkably robust to the MRT
instability. The choice of a relatively thick liner with an aspect ratio of 6 resulted
in a stable compression of the D ll. MRT growth did not penetrate into the D
but caused some variations in the density that levelled out during the subsequent
stable expansion. We found that high-density D had a stabilising eect at peak
compression, compared to a low-density gas-lled target, and this was due to
slowed RT growth at the D-Be interface during ow reversal. Even a pronounced
MRT instability in the liner only led to a small increase in the entropy of the D ll
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at peak compression. Due to its smaller convergence ratio, the 5.1 MA design was
even more stable and showed only little deviation from the unperturbed implosion.
Due to small non-uniformities at peak compression and restricted diagnostic
access, measurements conducted at peak compression tend to be less accurate than
methods in planar geometry. However, LDQIC allows the study of a much larger
parameter space. We conclude that LDQIC is a very promising way of creating
strongly-coupled highly degenerate nH, and dense states of other materials on
pulsed power machines. Experimental realization of this method can lead to an
extension of our knowledge of this exotic matter and could signicantly improve
modelling of ICF implosions as well as our understanding of planetary interiors.
In Ch. 6 we have applied the cylindrically convergent isentropic compression
method of Ch. 3 to a MagLIF liner. By driving the compression of the liner
isentropically for the rst 75 ns and then steepening the pulse up to 110 ns,
BeRBe was increased by 8 % at peak compression, while at the same time the
high implosion velocity of the regular pulse was maintained. Although the 22 %
increase in eciency does not justify the use of the isentropic pulse, the fact that
the inner liner wall remained solid up to a convergence ratio of 1.8 could be a quite
signicant advantage. The material strength of solid Be reduces MRT growth [68]
and also avoids mix of Be with fusion fuel.
Finally, we note that the methods presented in this work can be applied to
a wide range of other materials. For instance, polystyrene is a potential sample
material for LDQIC. Knowledge of the properties of dense polystyrene could im-
prove the modelling of ICF experiments, where it is often used as ablator material.
Also the Be liner used in our models of LDQIC and isentropically-driven MagLIF
may be replaced by an Al liner, which would lower costs of both applications
signicantly.
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Due to the high importance of helium to Planetary Science, it is another can-
didate as sample material for LDQIC. Saturn radiates 2.5 times more energy than
it receives from the sun, which is partly due to the Kevin-Helmholtz mechanism.
However, it was suggested that an additional contribution arises from the forma-
tion of helium droplets and the subsequent release of gravitational energy during
their descent deeper into the planet [5].
In order to establish the practicability of LDQIC it could be useful to verify
some of the concepts proposed in this work on smaller scale machines. For this
purpose Al liners lled with H would provide a cost ecient alternative to Be
liners with D lls. Notably, Al liners were used to study cylindrically convergent
radiative shocks in gases on the MAGPIE generator [79]. In this work the liner
started imploding late after the start of the current pulse. However, the inner
wall of liners of radius smaller than 1.5 mm would move long before peak current
is reached on a 1 MA machine with a rise time of 250 ns. The reproduction of
the trajectory of the inner wall as well as the formation of surface plasma on the
outer wall of these liners by computer simulations would give condence in our
understanding of liner implosions.
The concept of applying a magnetic pressure at the outer wall of a metal liner
and thereby initiating a ramp wave in a sample material inside of it could be
tested in planar geometry by adapting it to magnetic strip lines, which have been
used for ICE extensively.
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Appendix A
Kidder's implosion in
cylindrically convergent geometry
In Sec. 3.1 we referred to the concept of a homogeneous implosion, where the rate
of compression is the same for each Lagrangian uid element and consequently the
radial position r(t) of each Lagrangian uid element is proportional to its initial
position r0 and a time dependent factor h(t) that varies between 1 at t = 0 and 0
at t = t0:
r(t) = r0 h(t) : (A.1)
The second derivative of Equ. A.1 gives a relation for the acceleration: r(t) =
r0h(t). The mass of each Lagrangian uid element (dm) is constant, and conse-
quently the law of mass conservation for cylindrical symmetry relates the initial
density (0), when the uid element was at a radius r0, to the density when it has
moved to a smaller radius:
dm =  r dr = 0 r0 dr0 : (A.2)
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By inserting Equ. 3.1 into the law of mass conservation (Equ. A.2) a scaling of
the density with h is found:

0
=
r0
r
2
= h 2 ; (A.3)
where we used dr=dr0 = h. Similarly, we obtain a scaling for the density gradient
by applying the chain rule twice and relating it to h:
d
dr
(Chain rule)
=
d
dr0
dr0
dr
(Chain rule)
=
d
d0
d0
dr0
dr0
dr
Equ. A.3
=
1
h3
d0
dr0
; (A.4)
where we used the scaling relation of Equ. A.3 in the last step.
We then use Equ. A.2 to eliminate dm from the equation of motion:
r0h =  r dP
dm
=  1

dP
dr
(Chain rule)
=  1

dP
d
d
dr
; (A.5)
and then use the chain rule again to obtain:
r0h =  1

dP
dr
(Chain rule)
=  1

dP
d
d
dr
=  c
2

d
dr
; (A.6)
where in the last step dP=d is assumed to represent an isentrope and equals the
square of the sound speed c2. Making the substitutions: 1=! h2=0 (Equ. A.3),
and d=dr ! d0=(h3dr0) (Equ. A.4) in Equ. A.6 yields:
h
d2h
dt2
=  c(h)
2
0r0
d0
dr0
: (A.7)
In the case of an ideal gas, where P=P0 = (=0)
 and consequently (c=c0)
2 =
(=0)
 1 = h 2( 1), the RHS of Equ. A.7 becomes time invariant after a rear-
rangement:
h2 1
d2h
dt2
=   c
2
0
0r0
d0
dr0
=   1
t20
; (A.8)
where t0 is the implosion time. We refer the reader to [65] for a derivation of this
constant. Equ. A.7 is essentially split into two independent ordinary dierential
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equations that describe time evolution of h(t) and the initial density distribution
0(r) for a cylindrically convergent homogeneous isentropic implosion of an ideal
gas. The initial conditions are obtained by solving the spatial part of Equ. A.8:
c0
2
0r0
d0
dr0
=   1
t20
: (A.9)
The equation for h(t) of an ideal gas of =5=3 becomes:
h7=3
d2h
dt2
=   1
t20
; (A.10)
for which we have presented a numerical solution in Fig. 3.2.
